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Abstrat
The optial measurement tehnique, stereo Partile Image Veloimetry (PIV), was ap-
plied to a laboratory sale model of an Eletrostati Preipitator (ESP). The test se-
tion onsisted of 2 smooth olletor plates and 7 barbed disharge eletrodes. Charged
partiles, moving relative to the gas, were used as light satters for the PIV. The PIV
results were supplemented with and ompared to results obtained by Laser Doppler
Veloimetry (LDV) and Large Eddy Simulation (LES) of the ow.
The eletrostati equations were solved numerially to get partile drift veloities
and the Coulomb body fore ating on the harge arrying gas. The drift veloities
were used to orret measured partile veloities, and the Coulomb body fore was
used as input for the numerial solution of the gas ow by LES.
Detailed information on instantaneous spatial strutures were obtained. The main
feature onsisted of axial ounter-rotating rolls superposed the bulk ow. The rolls
were very unsteady with seondary veloities as high as 0.6 m/s at referene onditions
(bulk ow veloity of 1.0 m/s and mean urrent density of 0.40 mA/m
2
). The spatial
symmetry and roll strength inreased with inreasing eletrostati eld strength and
dereasing bulk ow veloity. However, the swirl number was found to level o at a
maximum value of about 0.3.
In addition to seondary motion the eletrostatis indued high levels of anisotropi
and inhomogeneous turbulene. Turbulene intensities up to 18 % were measured with
PIV. Turbulene intensities inreased almost linearly with the inverse Froude modulus
with no sign of leveling o. The Froude modulus is dened as the ratio of axial ow
inertia to transverse eletri fore.
The turbulene was presumably produed by shear stresses only, i.e. no eletrially
indued turbulene. High prodution of turbulene was found at all axial positions
lose to the olletor plate where the ounter-rotating rolls met. However, the highest
prodution rates were found just upstream the disharge pins where the disharge
urrent aused a loal reverse axial ow. This was found both experimentally by PIV
and numerially by LES.
The Kolmogorov length sale and the Taylor miro sale were estimated for referene
onditions to 0.5 mm and 10-15 mm, respetively. Similarly, the temporal Taylor
miro sale was estimated from LDV and LES time series to 0.01-0.015 s. The integral
time sale dereased with the eletrostati eld strength to about 0.05 s at referene
onditions.
Finally, preipitation eÆienies were estimated based on partile ounting at one
point and grey sale levels of PIV images. The one point measurements gave un-
realistially high eÆienies, whereas the levels obtained by the PIV images seemed
more realisti. The eÆienies inreased with eletri eld strength to about 25 % at
referene onditions for 0.75 m of the ative test setion.
vSynopsis (in Danish)
Partile Image Veloimetry (PIV), der er en optisk malemetode, blev anvendt i en
skala-model af et elektrostatisk lter (ESP). Testsektionen bestod af 2 glatte udfld-
ningsplader og 7 udladningselektroder. Elektrisk ladede partikler, som bevgede sig
relativt til gassen, blev benyttet som lysspredere for PIV. PIV-resultaterne blev sup-
pleret og sammenlignet med resultater opnaet med Laser Doppler Veloimetry (LDV)
og Large Eddy Simulation (LES).
De elektrostatiske ligninger blev lst numerisk for at fa dels drifthastigheder for
partiklerne og dels Coulomb volumenkraften virkende pa den ladningsbrende gas.
Drifthastighederne blev benyttet til at korrigere de malte partikelhastigheder, og
Coulomb volumenkraften blev benyttet som input til den numeriske lsning af gas-
owet med LES.
Strmningsundersgelserne har givet detaljeret information om instantane rumlige
strukturer. Den dominerende struktur bestod af aksielle ruller overlejret den aksielle
hovedstrmning. Rullerne var meget instationre med sekundre hastigheder pa op til
0,6 m/s for referene betingelser (hovedstrmningshastighed pa 1,0 m/s og middel elek-
trisk strmtthed pa 0,40 mA/m
2
). Den rumlige symmetri og rullestyrken forgedes
med forget elektrostatisk feltstyrke og aftagende hovedstrmningshastighed. Imidler-
tid blev det fundet, at swirltallet adede ud ved en maksimal vrdi pa omkring 0,3.
Udover sekundre strmninger induerede det elektrostatiske felt hje niveauer af
anisotropisk og inhomogen turbulens. Turbulensintensiteter pa op til 18 % blev malt
med PIV. Turbulensintensiteter voksede omtrent linert med det inverse Froude tal
uden tegn pa at ade ud. Froude tallet er deneret som forholdet mellem axial ow
inerti og tvrgaende elektrisk kraft.
Turbulensen blevt antageligt genereret alene ved forskydningsspndinger, d.v.s. in-
gen elektrisk genereret turbulens. En stor produktion af turbulens blev fundet ved
alle aksielle positioner tt pa udfldningspladen, hvor de to modsat roterende ruller
mdtes. Den strste produktion blev dog fundet opstrms for udladningspindene,
hvor udladningsstrmmen forarsagede en modsatrettet aksialstrmning. Dette blev
observeret eksperimentelt med PIV og numerisk med LES.
Kolmogorov lngdeskalaen og Taylor mikro-skalaen blev estimeret for referene
betingelser til henholdsvis 0,5 mm og 10-15 mm. Ligeledes blev den tidslige Tay-
lor mikro-skala estimeret v.h.a. LDV og LES tidsserier til 0,01-0,015 s. Den inte-
grale tidsskala aftog med den elektrostatiske feltstyrke til omkring 0.05 s ved referene
betingelser.
Endeligt blev udfldningsvirkningsgrader estimeret ud fra partikel-tlling i eet
punkt og gra-skala vrdier fra PIV billeder. Et-punktsmalingerne gav urealistiske
hje virkningsgrader, hvorimod vrdier opnaet med PIV billederne virkede mere re-
alistiske. Virkningsgraderne voksede med elektrisk feltstyrke til omkring 25 % ved
referene betingelser for 0,75 m af den aktive lter model.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
Eletrostati preipitators (ESPs) are devies used for separation of suspended aerosols
from a arrier gas. The proess was rst patented by Cottrell in 1914 foused on the
removal of a sulphuri aid mist. Sine then, the proess has been introdued in many
dierent areas ranging in sale from appliations in lean-room industries to ltering
of exhaust air from ement proessing or oal-red power plants.
The ESP ompete with other lter tehnologies suh as ylones and fabri lters.
The advantages of the ESP inlude low maintenane and operation osts and the only
apparent disadvantage is the high installation prie. The popularity is further inreased
by the extremely high separation eÆienies in exess of 99.9 %. The eÆieny inreases
with gas residene time in the lter. The residene time an be inreased in two ways
by either inreasing the lter length or the ross setional area (i.e. lower gas veloity).
Thus arbitrarily high olletion eÆienies may be ahieved at the expense of inreased
size of the ESP.
The physis of the eletrostati aerosol preipitation proess is desribed in more
detail in Chapter 2.
1.1 Motivation and objetives
As will be shown in Chapter 2, the preipitation veloity is approximately propor-
tional to the partile diameter. Therefore, larger partiles are preipitated very fast
whereas the small (sub-miron) partiles are hard to lter out. Further, the small par-
tiles are more sensitive to imperfetions suh as seondary gas motion and turbulene,
whih has been shown to derease the olletion eÆieny. The seondary gas motion
and inreased turbulene are aused by the arrier gas being ionized and moving in a
nonuniform eletri eld.
Most ommonly used in the industry is the negative orona wire-plate ESP. The
wires are kept at a high negative potential and the plates are grounded, hereby gen-
erating the intereletrode eletrial eld. Most experimental studies of eletrohydro-
dynami (EHD) ows in negative orona wire-plate ESPs have used smooth olletor
plates and smooth disharge wires. This onguration makes the orona tuft points be
instationary and randomly distributed on the wires yielding a two-dimensional mean
ow with spanwise vortial strutures. The strutures degenerate to undulations with
inreasing through-ow. Suh ows were studied with hot-lm by Davidson & Shaugh-
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nessy [18℄, with hot-wire by Yamamoto & Velko [62℄ and with LDV by Kallio & Stok
[25℄. Leonard et al. [32℄ employed LDV, hot-wire and Shlieren photography to study
the ase of positive orona. General well doumented features of the EHD ow embrae
an inrease of seondary veloity and turbulene level with inreasing eletri eld level
and dereasing bulk veloity.
Industrial ESP ows are usually three-dimensional due to artiially xed orona
points and details onerning these type of ow strutures are still unknown. However,
Zamany [63℄ performed both simulations and LDV experiments on dierent kinds of
eletrodes with xed orona points. It was the purpose of this work to analyse ow
strutures appearing in a negative orona wire-plate ESP with smooth olletor plates
and barbed disharge wires. Hene, a gas ow that was three-dimensional in average.
The objetives were:
 to demonstrate the appliation of the stereo PIV tehnique to a omplex ow
where the light sattering partiles do not follow the gas motion due to a drift
veloity
 to provide detailed instantaneous data of the ow eld for dierent parametri
situations
 to analyse strength of seondary motions, levels of turbulene and sales of motion
 to nd out how and where turbulene is produed
The primary soure of data was the stereo PIV tehnique supplemented by and om-
pared with data obtained by LDV and LES.
1.2 Outline of the dissertation
The dissertation begins with a presentation of the theory that is neessary for
understanding the experimental and numerial results. The results of [53℄ are based
on the same measurements as presented here, whereas the results in [54, 55℄ are based
on dierent experiments using the same test faility. Part of the text and results in
[53, 54, 55℄ will be reprodued here. The dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter 2: Theory of eletrostati preipitation inluding governing equations in
redued form. The hapter deals with partile free eletrostatis, the interation with
the gas ow and the partile harging and motion.
Chapter 3: Desription of the test faility, apparatus and test programs, and
numerial and experimental eletrostati results from the test setion geometry.
Chapter 4: Seleted topis within the PIV theory that are onsidered relevant for
the ESP appliation. The hapter treats the partile size dependeny in PIV and
measurement unertainties.
1.2 Outline of the dissertation 3
Chapter 5: Presentation of the LES proedure used to obtain the numerial gas ow
results.
Chapter 6: The data redution used to generate the results presented in Chapter 7-9.
Chapter 7: Results of ow strutures obtained primarily with PIV and to a lesser
extent with LES.
Chapter 8: Results from time resolved data obtained by LES and LDV.
Chapter 9: Results from PIV and partile ounting giving estimates of preipitation
eÆienies.
Chapter 10: Conlusions.
4 Introdution
Chapter 2
Theory of Eletrostati
Preipitation
The proess of eletrostati preipitation is quite straightforward: eletrodes of dier-
ent potential generate an eletri eld and through orona disharge reate a ionized
intereletrode gas in whih suspended partiles beome harged and drift towards a
olleting eletrode. In general, airborne partiles may arry a natural positive or neg-
ative harge attained by ame ionization, frition or the like. However, these harges
are often too small for eetive preipitation. Several artiial ways of harging the
partiles have been proposed through history, but both tehnially and eonomially
the gaseous disharge alled high-voltage diret-urrent (HVDC) orona has proved to
be the best solution [60℄. In partiular, the negative orona proess is utilized for in-
dustrial eletrostati preipitation and will therefore be the only tehnique desribed
here.
The dierent steps of partile harging are shown in Figure 2.1. A free eletron is
generated by the orona proess at the emitting eletrode (1), the eletron takes part
of the eletron avalanhe (2), a drifting eletron attahes to a neutral gas moleule
forming an ion (3), and a suspended partile gets harged by ion impingement (4).
The dierent steps are explained in more details in the following.
2.1 Eletrostatis
2.1.1 Negative orona disharge and ionization
The proess of partile harging by means of negative HVDC orona is skethed in
Figure 2.1. In order to have a orona proess a free eletron must be strongly aelerated
by the eletri eld (1) allowing the migrating eletron to ollide at high speed with
a neutral gas moleule (2). The eletron is knoked out of the moleule, and the net
result is an additional free eletron and a positively harged ion moving in opposite
diretions due to the eletri eld hereby onstituting an eletri urrent. The positive
ion regains its neutral ondition at the negative eletrode and the eletrons take part
in the orona hain reation (also known as eletron avalanhe). If the kineti energy
of the eletron olliding with the moleule is too low the eletron may get aptured
forming a negatively harged ion. In this way the intereletrode spae is divided into
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Figure 2.1: Shemati of the harging of an aerosol by HVDC negative orona. (1) Migrating
eletron; (2) eletron ollision with neutral moleule; (3) eletron attahment to neutral
moleule; (4) eletron attahment to aerosol.
two subregions determined by the magnitude of the eletri eld governing the eletron
speed: (a) a small (<1 %) ative region of high-level eletri eld, whih onstitutes
the region of orona glow and (b) a large (>99 %) passive region where the kineti
energy of eletrons is below the ionization energy making orona impossible:
(a) Ative region: eletron + moleule ! 2 eletrons + positive ion ;
(b) Passive region: eletron + moleule ! negative ion :
The ionization energy is a harateristi quantity of moleules, however, the lowest
level present in a gas mixture determines the neessary eld strength [41, 60℄.
For smooth wire-plate negative orona, the orona points will form tufts on the wire
and be very unsteady and randomly loated on the wire, making both a hissing noise
and an ultraviolet light. Inreasing the high voltage results in loser spaed and more
steadily positioned tuft points. The same phenomenon is seen with small irregularities
on the wire xing the orona points in spae, whih is often utilized in an industrial
eletrostati preipitator (ESP) where eletrodes may be barbed [17℄.
In the present study the negative orona proess is xed spatially at eletrode
disharge pins. However, the proess is inherently unsteady in time generating pulses
at 10-1000 kHz known as Trihel pulses [27℄. This frequeny is muh higher than
harateristi frequenies of the gas ow, thus the eletri system may be treated as
stati when the gas kinetis is onsidered.
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2.1.2 Eletri eld and urrent distribution
The eletri eld strength between eletrodes in an ESP, E, is determined from the
Maxwell equations. The Maxwell rst and third law beome
r  (E) = 
C
; (2.1)
rE =  
B
t
 0; (2.2)
where , 
C
, B and t are gas permittivity, spae harge density, magneti eld strength
and time, respetively. For gases with negligible polarization,  an be assumed on-
stant, and the magneti eld of Eq. (2.2) is negligible due to the very small urrents.
Hene it is lear that the eletri eld is xed from the eletri surfae harge on the
eletrodes and the intereletrode spae harge, 
C
. In general the spae harge onsists
in the sum of harge from eletrons (
E
), ions (
I
) and harged partiles (
p
), where
the ontribution from eletrons usually is negligible [41℄

C
= 
E
+ 
I
+ 
p
 
I
+ 
p
: (2.3)
The irrotational nature of E expressed in Eq. (2.2) allows it to be represented by the
gradient of a salar, eletri potential, , as
E =  r: (2.4)
The onstitutive Ohm law for the eletrial urrent density J may be written as
J = J
ond
+ J
di
+ J
onv
(2.5)
where the ondution (J
ond
), diusion (J
di
) and onvetion (J
onv
) terms are given
as
J
ond
 (
E
b
E
+ 
I
b
I
+ 
p
b
p
)E (2.6)
J
di
   (D
E
r
E
+D
I
r
I
+D
p
r
p
) (2.7)
J
onv
 
C
u (2.8)
where index E, I and p refers to eletrons, ions and partiles, respetively, b is mo-
bility, D is harge diusion oeÆient and u is uid veloity. Oglesby and Nihols
[41℄ estimated the mobilities to: b
E
 6:610
 2
m
2
=Vs, b
I
 2:210
 4
m
2
=Vs and
b
p
 510
 7
m
2
=Vs. The ondution aused by eletrons, 
E
b
E
E, and harged par-
tiles, 
p
b
p
E, may be negleted due to a small harge density of eletrons, 
E
, and a
small partile mobility, b
p
, respetively [6, 14, 16, 24℄. The harge diusion may onsist
of both thermal and turbulent diusion, where the turbulent ontribution is expeted
to be dominant [36℄, however, the term is usually negligible [14℄. Finally, as u is order
of magnitudes smaller than the ion ondution veloity (60 m/s), the onvetive ur-
rent is usually ignored, whih deouples the eletrostatis from the uid dynamis. In
this way Eq. (2.5) redues to
J  
I
b
I
E : (2.9)
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The harge onservation reads

C
t
+r  J = 0 ; (2.10)
where the 
C
=t term mainly overs small sale utuations leading to a harge diu-
sion, and the term is diÆult to estimate. However, Zamany modeled it with a diusion
term 
C
=t   D

r
2

I
with D

D
I
[65℄. Introduing this denition together with
the orresponding steady urrent density, J

 J   D

r
I
, into Eq. (2.9) and (2.10)
and assuming sparse partile ow (
C
 
I
) the nal set of equations reads
r E =

I

; (2.11)
r  J

= 0 ; (2.12)
J

= 
I
b
I
E  D

r
I
: (2.13)
Solution method and results from the above equations applied to the laboratory sale
model preipitator are presented in Setion 3.3.
2.2 Eletrohydrodynamis
The interation of eletrodynamis and hydrodynamis is often named eletrohydro-
dynamis (EHD) and appears whenever a dieletri uid is moving in an eletri eld.
The dieletri uid (e.g. air) is haraterized by a very small eletrial ondutivity,
whih gives rise to only small urrents even when an intense eletri eld is present.
As a onsequene, magneti eets are negligible as disussed in the preeding setion.
The ight of ions in an ESP is interrupted by ollisions with neutral gas moleules,
whih are in Brownian equilibrium. Sine the frequeny of these ollisions is very
high, omplete transfer of momentum from ions to the bulk gas is ahieved. Thus the
Coulomb fore on the ions beomes an eletri body fore, F , ating on the gas as a
ontinuum
F = 
I
E =
1
b
I
J ; (2.14)
where b
I
is treated as onstant making F dependent on only one variable, J . The
Navier Stokes equations for an inompressible uid yields
u
i
t
+ u
j
u
i
x
j
=  
1

p
x
i
+ 

2
u
i
x
j
x
j
+
1

F
i
; (2.15)
u
i
x
i
= 0 ; (2.16)
where p is pressure,  is gas density and  is gas kinemati visosity. The mean value
of F merely auses a pressure stratiation, but the departure from the mean drives
seondary ows. Further, it is noteworthy that unlike E, both F and J are generally
rotational, and thus may be looked upon as a vortiity soure. This beomes lear from
inspetion of the vortiity equation [52℄
!
i
t
+ u
j
!
i
x
j
= !
j
u
i
x
j
+ 

2
!
i
x
j
x
j
+
1

(rF )
i
; (2.17)
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where ! ru is the vortiity of the ow.
It an also be shown that the applied body fore may inuene the budget of
turbulent kineti energy, k 
1
2
u
0
i
u
0
i
, where the Reynolds deomposition, u(x; t) =
U(x) + u
0
(x; t), has been introdued. The transport equation for k reads
k
t
+ U
j
k
x
j
= D + P    (2.18)
where D is diusion of k whih simply redistributes k in the uid, P is prodution of
k by deformation work, and  is visous dissipation of k. In the ESP ow ase only P
is aeted
D =  

x
j

1

p
0
u
0
j
+
1
2
u
0
i
u
0
i
u
0
j
  2u
0
i
s
0
ij

; (2.19)
P =  u
0
i
u
0
j
S
ij
+
1
b
I
u
0
i
J
0
i
; (2.20)
 = 2s
0
ij
s
0
ij
; (2.21)
where S
ij
and s
0
ij
are the mean and utuating rate of strain respetively
S
ij

1
2

U
i
x
j
+
U
j
x
i

; (2.22)
s
0
ij

1
2

u
0
i
x
j
+
u
0
j
x
i

: (2.23)
F may ause turbulene prodution in two ways, diretly and indiretly. The indiret
way is by the extra strain produed by the generated seondary ows. The diret way
is through the seond term on the right of Eq. (2.20). However, this term is only
non-zero if a orrelation exists between u
0
and J
0
. In the ase of xed orona points
the only apparent frequeny of J
0
is the Trihel frequeny of 10-1000 kHz, whih is
order of magnitudes higher than typial frequenies of u
0
, making u
0
i
J
0
i
 0. If the
orona points were not xed (i.e. smooth wires) it is possible that the varying positions
would give frequenies omparable to the energy ontaining frequenies of u
0
hene
ontributing diretly to the turbulene prodution. Some numerial results of F are
shown in Setion 3.3, where the theory is applied to the test setion geometry.
2.3 Partile harging and motion
The basi onept of eletrostati preipitation is to preipitate partiles by use of
the Coulomb fore ating on the individual partiles, F
p
= q
p
E, with q
p
being the
individual partile harge. Thus the preipitation eÆieny is strongly dependent on
the partile harge level and it beomes desirable to harge the partiles to a high
degree.
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2.3.1 Charging regimes
The orona harging proess, step (4) in Figure 2.1, onsists primarily of an ioni
urrent to the partile surfae,
1
I
p
, found by integrating the urrent density, J
p
, normal
to the partile surfae, over the partile area, A
p
I
p
=
Z
A
p
 J
p
 n
p
dA ; (2.24)
where n
p
is the partile surfae normal. The onstitutive equation desribing the
urrent density at the partile surfae is very similar to the one desribing urrent
densities in the intereletrode domain, Eq. (2.5), when only the ioni urrents are
onsidered
J
p
=  D
I
r
I
| {z }
diusion harging
+ b
I

I
E
| {z }
eld harging
: (2.25)
The two terms on the right hand side are named diusion harging and eld harging
respetively. As stated in the equation, the two proesses are in play simultaneously,
but one may dominate the other in dierent situations. Beause of the generally high
eld levels in ESPs the relative importane of the two terms is primarily partile size
dependent dividing the ontinuum regime desribed by Eq. (2.25) in the presene
of moderate elds (50 kV/m< jEj< 300 kV/m) into a) a eld harging region for
partiles greater than 0.5 m, and b) a diusion harging region for partiles smaller
than 0.1 m [20℄. For intermediate partiles of 0.1-0.5 m none of the proesses may
be negleted.
A) Field harging: Partiles get harged by the eld harging proess when a
gas ion attah to the partile under the inuene of the eletri eld { the proess
is also referred to as impat harging. If a partile, submerged into an eletri
eld, is either onduting or dieletri its presene will distort the eletri eld
by interseting eld lines, and ions transported along these eld lines will attah
to the partile surfae. This ioni urrent will ontinue, though with dereasing
harging rate, until the harge indued eletri eld around the partile is strong
enough to prevent any further ions to reah the partile, i.e. no intersetion of eld lines.
B) Diusion harging: By diusion harging the ion attahment is due to the ion
density gradient at the partile surfae, and aused by the Brownian (thermal) motion
of the gas ions. The harging thus inreases with temperature and is independent of
the eletri eld. The ions diuse through the gas and may ollide with partiles.
The frequeny of ollision is inreased by the attrative eletrial image-fore aused
by the image-harge in the partile. The image-fore is usually quite small and short
range ( partile diameter), whih is also the ase for harged partiles approahing a
onduting surfae [12, 33℄.
1
Some authors laim that also free eletron harging is ourring at elevated temperatures in nega-
tive orona. However, the proess has at present not been desribed theoretially, and no experiments
have been able to isolate this eet [35℄.
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The simpliity of the widely used two-regime models leads in some ases to non-
aeptable results, espeially in the intermediate partile size range. This is dealt with
by the ontinuum models, among whih the one proposed by Fjeld et al. [20℄ presently
is the standard against whih other models are judged. For a review on the subjet
and urrent models in use the reader is referred to Lawless [29℄ and Fjeld et al. [20℄.
2.3.2 Saturation harge
The partile eld harging is usually a very fast proess and saturation is for typial
ESP situations ahieved within approximately 10 ms [42, 60℄. The saturation harge,
q
1
p
, determines the partile mobility and is mainly dependent on partile size, eletrial
eld strength, temperature and partile material. Dierent models have been proposed
where the one by Cohet [15℄ generally provides adequate auray
q
1
p
=

(1 + 2=d
p
)
2
+

2
1 + 2=d
p


r
  1

r
+ 2


0
jEjd
2
p
; (2.26)
where  is the mean free path of moleules, 
0
= 8:8510
 12
C
2
/(m
2
N) is the vaum
permittivity, 
r
 =
0
is the relative permittivity of the partile material, and d
p
is the
partile diameter. SineE is is a funtion of position the saturation harge is a funtion
of the individual partile paths. However, partiles retain their highest harge level,
thus a representative value ofE is usually used, whih ould be based on the mean value
of jEj. In air  inreases with temperature from about 0.07 m at room temperature
to about 0.1 m at 150
Æ
C, however, the inuene is only important for submiron
partiles. This is obvious from Figure (2.2), where the predited saturation harge is
shown for partiles in atmospheri air at room temperature with an average eletri
eld orresponding to the one used in the laboratory experiments of this work. The
three dierent models shown dier in omplexity { the simplest one is by Zamany [63℄,
q
1
p
= 1:210
 6
d
1:75
p
, and the next one by White [60℄ is q
1
p
= 3
0
jEjd
2
p
. The Cohet
model is the only one presented, whih takes into aount both eld and diusion
harging.
In the following the model of Cohet has been used assuming fully harged partiles
and negleting the inuene of the mean free path of gas moleules giving
q
p
= q
1
p
=
3
r

r
+ 2

0
E
0
d
2
p
; (2.27)
where E
0
is a harateristi eld level approximated as E
0
= 
0
=l
y
with l
y
= 0:1 m
being the distane between pin eletrode and olletor plate, and 
0
is the applied high
voltage.
2.3.3 Partile motion and Coulomb drift
The motion of a partile suspended in a gas is governed by Newton's laws of lassial
mehanis. In 1888 Basset derived a general equation of motion for a single spherial
partile taking into aount the dierent fores ating on the partile. Sine that several
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Figure 2.2: Partile saturation harge vs partile diameter using three dierent models.
T = 25
Æ
C, p = 1 atm, jEj = 280 kV/m and 
r
= 8:6.
papers have appeared orreting or modifying terms in the equation [34℄. The simple
Basset equation [37℄ is shown here with the additional Coulomb body fore term

6
d
3
p

p
du
p
dt
=  3d
p
(u
p
  u) +

6
d
3
p

du
dt
 
1
2

6
d
3
p

d(u
p
  u)
dt
 
3
2
d
2
p
p

Z
t
t
0
d(u
p
  u)
dt
0
1
p
t  t
0
dt
0
+ q
p
E ;
(2.28)
where the p-index refers to the partile and no index refers to the uid. The term on
the left is the aeleration fore and the rst term on the right is the visous resistane
aording to Stokes' law, whih is appliable when the Reynolds number based on the
partile diameter and the slip veloity, Re
p
 d
p
ju
p
 uj=  0:01, is smaller than 0.25
(Stokes range) [47℄. The seond term on the right is due to a pressure gradient in the
ow and the third term represents the resistane of an invisid uid to the aeleration
of the sphere. The fourth term on the right is the 'Basset history integral', whih
expresses visous drag fores arising from unsteadiness in the ow. The last term is the
Coulomb body fore term. The gravitational and entrifugal fores have been negleted
sine a rough estimate showed them to be negligible. Negleting the 'Basset history
integral' and having a large density ratio, 
p
= 1, the equation of motion (2.28) may
be greatly simplied to only involve the aeleration fore, drag fore and Coulomb
fore [37℄
du
p
dt
=  
1

p
(u
p
  u) +
q
p
m
p
E ; (2.29)
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where 
p
is the relaxation time

p


p
d
2
p
18
; (2.30)
and m
p
is the the mass of the partile. For the mean diameter Rolovit seeding partile
of Table 3.5 page 22 the relaxation time is 
p
 25 s.
Treating the Coulomb fore as stati, Eq. (2.29) may be analyzed by the method
proposed by Hjelmfelt and Mokros in 1966 to study the partile response to turbulent
frequenies, f , of the ow [37℄
u
02
p
u
02
= (1 + 2
p
f)
 1
; (2.31)
where the veloity variane ratio is hosen as a parameter of the ability of the partile
to follow the gas ow frequenies. The partile response of Eq. (2.31) is plotted in
Figure 2.3 for the poly-disperse partiles used in this study (see Figure 3.3 on page 23).
Values of mean aerodynami diameter with interval of standard deviation diameter are
shown. It appears that the response is aurate up to 100 Hz and aeptable up to
1 kHz, whih is fully adequate sine numerial simulations showed that pratially
no turbulene frequenies above 80 Hz are present in the ow (see Chapter 8). Sine
the solid partiles used were not spherial the whole theory desribed in this setion
beomes muh more ompliated. However, the instrument used to measure partile
size (see Setion 3.2.3) measured the aerodynami diameter based on the Stokesian drag
assumption (sometimes denoted as 'Stokes diameter'). Thus, Eq. (2.29) and Eq. (2.31)
may be used with an aeptable auray.
Sine turbulent frequenies of the ow generally are smaller than 80 Hz the inertia
term of Eq. (2.29) is several orders of magnitude smaller than the Coulomb fore. If the
term is negleted it is possible to alulate a steady three-dimensional drift veloity,
u
e
, dened as the veloity slip
u
e
 u
p
  u
=
q
p
3d
p
E
=
1


r

0

r
+ 2
d
p
E
0
E ; (2.32)
where Eq. (2.27) has been applied. Note that u
e
is proportional to d
p
and has the
diretion of the eletrostati eld.
2.3.4 Partile olletion
In the preeding setion the kinetis of a single partile was treated. But with regard
to partile olletion and overall eÆieny, the industrial preipitation onditions are
so ompliated that the single partile theory beomes too troubelsome. The gas itself
is moving in a omplex turbulent ow pattern and myriads of poly-disperse partiles
are present in loud form making single partile traking pratially impossible. In
addition, the high partile density (i.e. upstream in an ESP) and momentum may
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Figure 2.3: Partile traking response for a d
p
= 1:75 m spherial partile (solid line) and
d
p
= 1:75  0:71 m partile (dashed lines). Levels of d
p
orresponds to mean value and
interval of standard deviation for the Rolovit seeding partiles used.
well be suÆient to inuene gas momentum. As a result the entire problem must be
handled by statistial methods in terms of e.g. a onentration of partiles. One of the
rst models was developed by Deutsh in 1922 [41℄ giving a olletion eÆieny as a
funtion of axial position, x, eletrial drift veloity, V
e
, bulk veloity, U
0
and eletrode
to plate distane, l
y
(x)  1 
<C(x; y; z)>
yz
<C(0; y; z)>
yz
(2.33)
= 1  exp

 
V
e
U
0
l
y
x

(2.34)
where <C(x; y; z)>
yz
is the average partile onentration in the yz-plane at the axial
position, x. The one-dimensional Deutsh equation is based on several assumptions
[41℄ among whih is the uniform distribution of partiles at any axial position, hereby
underestimating . In fat, a nite diusion of partiles makes the distribution non-
uniform. A general transport equation for the onentration is
r (Cu
p
) D
p
r
2
C = 0 ; (2.35)
where D
p
is the turbulent partile diusivity due to turbulent gas utuations. The
onvetive diusion equation (2.35) is among others treated by Leonard et al. [31℄ who
estimates D
p
. However, sine partiles follow the gas motion it is ommon pratie to
assume that D
p
is of the same order of magnitude as the turbulent diusivity of gas
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momentum. The inuene of seondary gas veloities is represented in u
p
, and White
[60℄ shows that for smaller partiles (d
p
<10-20 m) the motion is mainly determined
by the gas ow and to a lesser extend by eletrial eets. Similar results were found
numerially by Larsen & Srensen [28℄.
The eÆieny determined from Eq. (2.35) is useful for ideal laboratory preipitators.
But the fat that industrial preipitator eÆienies often are far below indiates that
nonideal eets are dominating. These ould be in the form of re-entrainment, sneakage,
rapping losses and bak orona [31, 60℄, whih will not be treated in this work.
2.4 Summary
In order to understand gas and partile behavior during the proess of eletrostati
preipitation, this hapter outlined the general priniples. Initially, the equations gov-
erning the eletrostatis were stated and then redued as muh as possible. The ele-
trostatis was shown to be independent of the uid dynamis, hereby deoupling the
numerial problems of eletrostatis and uid dynamis. However, the one-way in-
teration was shown to inuene gas ow behavior in several ways. The extra terms
appearing in gas ow transport equations of both momentum, vortiity an turbulent
kineti energy were outlined and disussed.
The seond half of the hapter treated the suspended partiles aeted by both the
gas ow turbulene and eletri eets suh as ion urrent and eletrostati eld. First,
the harging proess, whih would last less than 10 ms was desribed. Seond, an
estimation of the saturation harge level was given. The motion of a single harged
partile was developed through the redued Basset equation, and it was shown that
the seeding partiles of this study would follow the turbulent gas frequenies up to
approximately 1 kHz. Negleting the partile inertia fore the steady three-dimensional
drift veloity beame proportional to the partile diameter. Finally, statistial partile
olletion was desribed based on the onvetive diusion equation, and the Deutsh
equation was given.
The suspended partiles may be used as transmitters of sattered light when optial
measuring tehniques are applied. The primary measuring tehnique of this work was
the Partile Image Veloimetry, whih will be treated in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3
Experiments
3.1 Experimental faility
A laboratory-sale ESP faility has been designed with fous on maximum optial a-
essibility for LDV and PIV measurements. Figure 3.1 presents a shemati drawing of
the faility, whih is an open-iruit, variable-speed wind tunnel with a 1 m long test
setion (5) of ross setion 0:20:2 m. The ow is driven by a fan (9) plaed down-
stream of the faility exhausting into the atmosphere. Air from the laboratory is drawn
through the inlet nozzle (1) and an 0:80:8 by 1.0 m long settling hamber (2) with
two sreens (orie diameters of 12 and 3 mm) and a wire-mesh for eliminating large
sale strutures. A 16:1 ontration (3) forms the inlet to a 1.0 m straight extension
setion of 0:20:2 m ross setion (4) for further improvement of ow uniformity. The
test setion (5) supports up to 7 disharge eletrodes (denoted with dots in Figure 3.1)
and is desribed in more details in the following paragraph. A downstream extension
setion of 0.3 m (6) serves as a buer between the test setion and the lter box (7).
The lter box has a ross setion of 0:50:5 m and a length of 0.75 m and ontains fab-
ri lter bags for olleting non-preipitated partiles. Bulk ow rate is measured by an
orie-plate ow meter loated 1.2 m upstream of the fan and 4.5 m downstream of the
inlet to the 121 mm diameter straight pipe (8). The onvergent-divergent inlet nozzle
(1) serves the purpose of ensuring a uniform distribution of seeding partiles added to
the air intake. Liquid seeding (water-glyerol mixture, olive oil) was generated by pres-
surized air, and solid partiles (limestone) were supplied from a vertial ylinder-piston
arrangement. The solid partiles were brushed o the top of the ylinder and suked
into the ow, hereby minimizing agglomeration eets.
1
2
3
4 5 6
7
8
9
Figure 3.1: Experimental faility. 1: inlet nozzle, 2: settling hamber with sreens, 3:
ontration, 4: extension, 5: test setion with eletrodes, 6: extension, 7: lter box, 8:
straight pipe with orie plate, 9: exhaust fan.
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Three setional views of the test setion are shown in Figure 3.2 together with the
oordinate system to whih all experimental data (PIV and LDV) are referred. The
origin is loated at the midpoint of the bottom plate at the inlet to the test setion. The
test setion onsists of grounded aluminum top and bottom plates (olletor plates)
and 8 mm thik glass sidewalls for optial aess. The glass walls support seven 3
mm brass rod eletrodes plaed mid between the two olletor plates and spaed 100
mm apart. Eah pin eletrode is piered by two, axially oriented, 10 mm long and 1
mm diameter pins plaed 50 mm from the glass walls. The pin eletrodes are xed by
teon holders at the glass walls and kept at an adjustable high negative DC-potential
of 
0
2 [18; 28℄ kV. The two pins at as x points for tuft oronas (i.e. 4 orona points
on eah eletrode). In this way the mean eletri eld is well dened, though still
unsteady in nature due to the unsteadiness of the orona proess.
The high-voltage is applied by a low ripple, DC power supply (Hypotronis 800PL)
interfaed to the eletrodes outside the hannel by a brass bus. The bus is displaed
250 mm in order to redue eletri eld distortions ausing lak of symmetry inside the
hannel. Also the PIV setup (CCD ameras and laser sheet) are shown.
side view
end view
y
0
100
HVDC
200
z0 100-100
x0 100 700600500400300200 800
top view
sheet forming optics
Figure 3.2: Three setional views of the 0:20:21:0 m test setion from Figure 3.1 showing
the PIV test volumes (hathed areas), oordinate system and PIV setup. Upper: HVDC bus
outside the test setion supports seven eletrodes. Middle: dots indiate eletrode positions
along enter plane. Lower: eletrodes with axially oriented orona pins and PIV setup.
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The geometry of the test setion with pin eletrodes suggests a spatially periodi
arrangement of l
x
l
y
l
z
= 10010050 mm 'unit ells' with boundaries of eletri
symmetry. However, the no-slip boundary ondition at the side-walls inuenes the
ow in these ells. Therefore measurements were foused on the entral unit ells
( 50 z 50 mm). As indiated in Figure 3.2 measurements were also onned to
the lower half of the setion mid between eletrodes for x2 [150; 550℄ mm and to the
volume extending from x = 650 mm to x = 750 mm through ow-mapping.
The mean bulk ow veloity U
0
was measured by an ISO 5167-1980 international
standard orie-plate ow meter, the pressure drop being read from a preision miro-
manometer. The rate of solid partile addition was ontrolled by a step motor interfaed
to a PC. The mean urrent density J
m
, whih determines the eletri eld strength,
was measured from an isolated 60160 mm setion of the bottom plate underneath
the mapped volume to avoid boundary eets from the glass walls.
3.2 Measurements
Measurements were primarily performed with stereosopi digital PIV, but supplemen-
tary LDV measurements were arried out. This setion desribes the apparatus used
and the dierent test series inluding the seeding material. Finally, the spatial and
temporal resolutions are ompared and disussed.
3.2.1 PIV setup and test program
The PIV system of Figure 3.2 was mounted on a three-axes traversing benh with
the vertially diverging laser sheet horizontally direted and perpendiular to the bulk
ow. The ameras were plaed in angular displaement on eah side of the laser sheet
mounted in Sheimpug ondition [44℄ with a viewing angle of   45
Æ
to the laser
sheet. The ameras were 1k1k CCD ameras (Kodak Megaplus ES 1.0) with 60 mm
lenses (Nikon) using an F-number of 5.6. The laser sheet was supplied by a double
avity Nd-YAG laser (Continuum Surelite I-10) delivering 170 mJ light pulses, and the
sheet thikness was about 3 mm, whih was a ompromise between spatial auray
and apturing partiles having a large out-of-plane veloity (U
0
 1:0 m/s). The area
overed by both ameras was z2[ 75; 75℄ mm by y2[1; 94℄ mm. A Dante FlowMap
PIV2100 proessor was employed to handle data aquisition and veloity alibration,
and data were taken in dual frame, single exposure mode at 2 Hz with a pulse separation
of 400 s and a minimum sample size of 400. Proessing was performed in 3232 pixel
interrogation areas using adaptive orrelation with 50% overlap between interrogation
areas. The nal vetor maps ontained 5352 three-omponent veloity vetors giving
a spatial resolution of (y;z) = (1:87; 2:89) mm. Table 3.1 summarizes the essential
PIV parameters.
Table 3.2 shows the 4 PIV test series based on variation of axial position, x, bulk
ow veloity, U
0
, and mean urrent density, J
m
. A) Referene ow overs the referene
situation onerning U
0
and J
m
and is measured as far downstream as possible to have
a developed ow. In B) Flow development the axial position of the PIV plane is varied
to study the ow development. For the C) Parametri eets ase both U
0
and J
m
have
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Flow geometry axial veloity normal to light sheet
Observation distane  0:60 m
Illumination Nd:YAG laser, 170 mJ/pulse
Laser sheet thikness  3 mm
Pulse delay t = 400 s
Seeding material CaCO
3
(limestone)
Reording medium 2 frame CCD (10081018 px)
Reording method dual frame, single exposure
Reording lens f = 60 mm, f
#
= 5:6
Field of view YZ  93150 mm
Interrogation area 3232 px
Correlation method adaptive
Overlap 50 %
Subpixel interpolator Gaussian
Validation method loal median
Data rate 2 Hz
Number of vetor maps 400-1000
Table 3.1: PIV aquisition and proessing parameters.
been varied, and in D) Unit ell ow a volume of unit ell length has been ow-mapped
by 10 mm separation in x to study unit ell variations.
x U
0
J
m
[mm℄ [m/s℄ [mA/m
2
℄
A) Referene ow 750 1.0 0.40
B) Flow development
y
150; 250; : : : ; 750 1.0 0.40
C) Parametri eets 750
1.0 0; 0:05; 0:10; 0:20; 0:30; 0:40
1:0; 1:15; 1:41; 2:0 0.40
D) Unit ell ow 650; 660; : : : ; 750 1.0 0.40
Table 3.2: PIV test series.
y
The measurements at x = 150 mm is performed at x = 250 by
removing the rst eletrode.
3.2.2 LDV setup and test program
LDV measurements were performed to ompare with PIV veloity moments and to
get time resolved experimental data. The LDV system was a two-omponent, four-
beam, ber optis system with bak satter olletion optis and two Dante BSA
(57N21/57N35) signal proessors. The light was supplied by a 4 W Coherent Innova
90 Argon-Ion laser using the blue and the green line. The LDV probe was mounted
on a three-axes traversing benh and the same seeding as in the PIV experiments was
used. Table 3.3 summarizes the essential LDV parameters.
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Green (u) Blue (v)
Optis
Wavelength 514.5 488 nm
Beam diameter 1.35 1.35 mm
Beam expander ratio 1.98 1.98 -
Beam spaing 35.1 35.1 mm
Lens foal length 310 310 mm
Measurement volume
Diameter 76 73 m
Length 682 638 m
Fringe spaing 2.3 2.2 m
Number of fringes 33 33 -
BSA setup
BSA lter enter 1.08 0 m/s
BSA lter span 2.16 4.62 m/s
PM high voltage 1000 1400 V
Signal gain 35 35 dB
Data olletion
y
Number of samples 500 500 -
Dead time 200 200 ms
Table 3.3: LDV setup parameters.
y
For time series, no dead time is applied and the number
of samples is 70,000-120,000 sampled in 100 s.
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Table 3.4 shows the 2 LDV test series. A) Referene ow is a line traverse in
z for referene settings of U
0
and J
m
. The purpose is to ompare veloity moments.
B) Time series are one-point measurements with no dead-time to study temporal sales
and frequenies.
x y z U
0
J
m
[mm℄ [mm℄ [mm℄ [m/s℄ [mA/m
2
℄
A) Referene ow 750 50 [ 95; 95℄ 1.0 0.40
B) Time series 750 50 50 1.0 0; 0:05; 0:10; 0:20; 0:30; 0:40
Table 3.4: LDV test series.
3.2.3 Seeding partiles
Measurements were initially made with seeding droplets of a water-glyerol mix-
ture, but the eletri ondutivity of this seeding introdued eletrial asymmetries
as droplets deposited on the walls. Thus olive oil was used subsequently and formed
the basis for the measurements presented in [54, 55℄. Finally, the liquid seeding was
substituted with solid partiles to simulate real ESP behavior more orretly in regard
to agglomeration, deposition, attahment, re-entrainment et.
The physial properties of the olive oil and solid partiles (Rolovit) appear in
Table 3.5. The size measurements of olive oil partiles were arried out by a Lasair
1002 instrument from Partile Measuring Systems. The aerodynami diameter distri-
bution of the Rolovit seeding partiles is shown in Figure 3.3 and was measured 250 mm
downstream of the last eletrode by a TSI-3320 Aerodynami Partile Sizer [7℄ by the
time-of-ight proedure for referene onditions (U
0
= 1:0 m/s and J
m
= 0:40 mA/m
2
).
Upstream ompositions were slightly dierent with d
p
= 2:00 m and d
2
p
= 0:56 m
2
(f. Figure 9.1, page 92), but for simpliity d
p
= 1:75 m and d
2
p
= 0:50 m
2
are used
in all data redution. Partiles smaller than d
p
= 0:5 m are added to one interval in
Figure 3.3 and shows a relatively high onentration.
Olive oil Rolovit
Type spherial droplets solid partiles
Composition olive oil CaCO
3
(>98%)
Size measurements light satter time-of-ight
Mean diameter, d
p
0.41 m 1.75 m
Variane, d
02
p
0.063 m
2
0.50 m
2
Density, 
p
900 kg/m
3
2,700 kg/m
3
Refrative index, n 1.47 1.68
Relative permittivity, 
r
3.2 8.6
Table 3.5: Physial properties of seeding materials.
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Figure 3.3: Aerodynami diameter distribution (by number) of Rolovit partiles, f(d
p
),
measured by TSI-3320 Aerodynami Partile Sizer for d
p
2[0; 20℄ m. Absissa is trunated
at d
p
= 8 m.
3.2.4 Spatial and temporal resolutions
The experimental resolutions of PIV and LDV from Table 3.2 and 3.4 are repeated in
Table 3.6 together with omputational resolutions obtained by LES (f. Chapter 5).
The idea is to ompare both spatial and temporal resolutions, whih were very dierent
for the three tehniques. The spatial resolution of PIV is subdivided into 4 ases
depending on the ross orrelation window size, i.e. interrogation area (IA). It is lear
that LDV provided exellent spatial and temporal resolutions. LES was performed
with an even ner temporal resolution, but the spatial resolution was not as ne. PIV,
on the other hand, had a very low temporal resolution, and the spatial resolution was
also oarse.
x y z t
[mm℄ [mm℄ [mm℄ [s℄
LDV 0.07 0.07 0.7 10
 3
PIV
IA = 88 px 3 0.47 0.72 0.5
IA = 1616 px 3 0.94 1.4 0.5
IA = 3232 px 3 1.9 2.9 0.5
IA = 6464 px 3 3.7 5.8 0.5
LES 3.3 [0:5; 4:8℄ 3.3 210
 5
Table 3.6: Approximate spatial and temporal resolution of LDV, PIV and LES. Default PIV
interrogationa area (IA) is 3232 px.
One problem with the presented PIV setup is the inferior spatial resolution dened
by the area of the IA and the thikness of the light sheet. In fat, the measured dis-
plaement is the spatial 'mean' displaement in the interrogation volume. The eet of
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hanging the IA size is shown in Figure 3.4, where 1000 snapshots have been proessed
with the 4 dierent IA sizes. Note that the thikness of the interrogation volume, x,
is kept onstant. Spatial mean values of V and V
rms
along a line in the PIV image
are shown, normalized by the value at 3232 px IA. Clearly, the registred turbulene
inreases with smaller IA. This phenomenon may be explained by the spatial integra-
tion allowing tubulent utuations in dierent diretions within the IA to anel out.
However, smaller IA does also inrease the measurement unertainty and may ause
a titious inrease in turbulene, but this eet is estimated to be small. The vari-
ation in the mean value, V , is small and non-monotonous. One may onlude that
mainly higher order moments are inuened by the relatively poor spatial resolution.
1st and 2nd order moments are ompared to Laser Doppler Veloimetry measurements
in Setion 7.1 (f. Figure 7.3). All subsequent image proessing is done with 3232 px
IA sine the number of erroneous vetors would inrease onsiderably in some areas if
smaller IA's were used.
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Figure 3.4: Mean values of jV j and V
rms
at (x; y) = (750; 50) mm, z 2 [ 50; 50℄ mm vs.
size of interrogation area (IA). Values normalized by levels at 3232 pixel. U
0
= 1:0 m/s,
J
m
= 0:40 mA/m
2
.
3.3 Eletrostati results
To orret measured partile veloities for eletri drift and to solve the Navier Stokes
equations with the Coulomb body fore it is neessary to solve the eletrostati equa-
tions of Setion 2.1 applied to the geometry of the test setion. Prior to this, mea-
surements of the voltage-urrent behaviour was performed in the test setion, with the
results of Figure 3.5. The mean urrent density was measured in three 60160 mm
ports in the lower olletor plate, and eah point in the gure represents the mean of
1000 samples measured at 35 Hz. The standard deviation at eah point is also shown.
It appears that the orona onset voltage is 
0
 15 kV with both J
m
and its standard
deviation inreasing with 
0
.
The nonlinear numerial problem onsists of solving the redued eletrostati equa-
tions, Eq. (2.11)-(2.13), whih has been done by the ode developed by Zamany
[63℄. The harge diusivity and ion mobility was estimated to D

= 10
 3
m
2
/s and
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Figure 3.5: Measured mean urrent density at olletor plate vs. applied high voltage. Error
bars denote standard deviation.
b
I
= 2:110
 4
m
2
/s, respetively [64℄. The imposed boundary onditions were:  = 0
at the olletor plate,  = 
0
at the eletrode, and 
I
= 
I;0
at orona points. 
I;0
was
adjusted iteratively to get the experimentally determined urrent density J
m
= J
m
(
0
)
at the olletor plate (f. Figure 3.5).
The result in form of the Coulomb body fore, F = 
I
E, is shown in Figure 3.6
in one unit ell. Field lines are also representative for the eletri drift veloity sine
u
e
/ E. It appears that F is pratially onstant and perpendiular to the olletor
plate exept in the viinity of the eletrode. The size of F is very large at the edges of
the disharge pins and almost onstant and small throughout the rest of the domain.
As argued in Setion 2.2 only the departure from the mean of F drives seondary
ows, i.e. F <F >
xyz
, where <  > denotes spatial averaging in the diretions given
by the indies. Of partiular interest are the yz-omponents perpendiular to the
diretion of bulk ow, beause this ow is fairly free to develop and be sustained. Due
to the large inertia of the bulk uid, seondary ows in the axial diretion will hardly
appear. Figure 3.7 shows axial mean body fore (left) and the net axial mean body
fore (middle), averaged over the length of the unit ell (l
x
= 100 mm), the latter being
responsible for generating seondary ows in the form of axial rolls superposed the axial
bulk ow. This may also be viewed as a result of the axial vortiity soure distribution,


x
= (rF )
x
, also appearing in Figure 3.7 (right) averaged in axial diretion.
Based on Eq. (2.32) and numerial solution of E, the drift veloity, u
e
=
u
e
(d
p
;x; J
m
), may be alulated. The predominant drift veloity omponent is v
e
direted towards the bottom plate, thus responsible for the preipitation. v
e
is pra-
tially onstant in spae exept lose to the eletrode where eletri eld lines are far
from parallel. Figure 3.8 shows spatially averaged values of v
e
for a mean diameter
Rolovit partile, with Error bars denoting the levels for d
p
= d
p
 (d
2
p
)
0:5
.
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Figure 3.6: Field lines and ontours in [N=m
3
℄ of alulated Coulomb body fore, F , in xy-
and yz-planes of symmetry in a unit ell. Eletrode at (x; y) = (100; 100) mm, disharge pin
at (x; y; z) = (100; 100; 50) mm and olletor plate at y = 0.
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Figure 3.7: Calulated Coulomn body fore, F , of Figure 3.6. Left: axial mean, <F >
x
.
Middle: net axial mean, <F >
x
  <F >
xyz
. Right: ontours of axial mean of axial url
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x
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Figure 3.8: The alulated vertial drift veloity, j<V
e
>
xyz
j, averaged spatially in one unit
ell. Values orrespond to a mean diameter Rolovit partile, d
p
= 1:75 m. Error bars denote
standard deviation for d
p
aording to values of Table 3.5.
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3.4 Summary
The experimental setup used for PIV and LDV measurements was presented. The
instrumentation (inluding seeding material) was desribed along with the test series
and relevant aquisition and proessing parameters. Also, the spatial and temporal
resolutions were presented showing a bias problem with higher order moments measured
by PIV.
Finally, some eletrostati results were shown. An experimental urrent-voltage
harateristi as well as numerial results of the Coulomb body fore and the partile
drift veloity were presented.
Chapter 4
Appliation of Partile Image
Veloimetry
Partile Image Veloimetry (PIV) is a non-intrusive optial measurement tehnique
that provides instantaneous veloities in a plane of measurement. Standard PIV makes
use of one amera to get in-plane veloities whereas stereo PIV employs two ameras
to provide all 3 veloity omponents. The fundamentals of PIV will not be treated
here, but the reader might onsult some of the numerous texts in the area [1, 44, 58℄.
Espeially the handbook of Rael et al. [45℄ serves as an exellent guide in pratial
PIV. Instead this setion will fous on the partile sattering and reording sine the
polydisperse seeding partiles used in this study tend to bias the PIV results. However,
it is possible to overome these problems from the theory treated in the following. This
is done in the subsequent data redution in Setion 6.1.
As the partiles are expeted to trae the motion of the uid and at the same time
at as transmitters of sattered light, the hoie of optimal size of seeding partiles in
PIV is a ompromise between an adequate traer response, requiring small partiles,
and a lear image i.e. high signal-to-noise ratio requiring large partiles. Also the
auray of the alulated veloity, whih is proportional to the ratio of image diameter
to image separation, has to be onsidered. Hene the optimal partile size is the smallest
one apable of produing enough light to be photographed [3℄. Setion 2.3.3 served to
outline the suspended partile kinetis, and the following setion treats the sattering
of spherial partiles.
4.1 Partile sattering
A spherial partile illuminated by a light soure satters light with an intensity, I,
very dependent on angle of observation. The intensity of the sattered light is propor-
tional to the inident intensity, I
0
, and 1=r
2
(onservation of energy) with the spherial
oordinate system (r; ; ) having its origin in the partile enter
I = I
0
F (; )
k
2
r
2
; [W=m
2
℄ (4.1)
where F (; ) is a dimensionless sattering funtion depending on the diretion of
observation (; ), and k  2= is the wave number based on the wave length of the
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inident light, .  is the angle with the diretion of propagation of the inident light,
and  is the azimuth angle. When the inident light is linearly polarized  ould be
the angle with the polarization of the inident light. Examples of sattering diagrams,
F (), are shown in Figure 4.1 for the mean diameter seeding partile used in this study.
1
Figure 4.1: Sattering diagrams, F (), for a 1.75 m spherial Rolovit partile (see Table 3.5
page 22) for 2 [0; 2℄. Partile loated at origin and inoming light from the left. Left:
 = 0
Æ
. Right:  = 90
Æ
. Idential log
10
-saling.
Usually F (; ) is dominant in forward diretion (f. Figure 4.1), but for very small
partiles the forward and bakward satter intensities take the same values. The di-
retional intensity may be integrated over a sphere of area A = 4r
2
to get the total
radiation power sattered from the partile
P 
Z
A
I dA =
Z


r
2
I d
 =
I
0
k
2
Z

0
Z
2
0
F (; ) sin() d d ; [W℄ (4.2)
where 
 = A=r
2
is a solid angle. In general F (; ) may be determined from the Mie
theory, whih orresponds to solving the Maxwell equations in spherial oordinates
with results given as innite series [26, 57℄.
In some ases the Mie theory approahes a simplied theory, whih is the Rayleigh
theory for small partiles and the geometri theory for large partiles, depending on
the dimensionless partile diameter, , and relative refrative index, m,
  d
p
= ; (4.3)
m  n
p
=n ; (4.4)
with n
p
and n being the refrative index of the partile and the surrounding uid
respetively. Table 4.1 shows how P sales with partile diameter, d
p
, and light wave
length, , dependent on  and m. In the geometrial optis regime the radiant energy
is treated as independent rays of light by the Fresnel equations. Physially eah ray
may undergo the proesses of diration, reetion and refration and the sattered
power sales with the inident power, i.e. the partile ross setion (P  d
2
p
). On
the ontrary, the Rayleigh theory is based upon the assumption of the partile being
isotropi, homogeneous and dieletri and plaed in a uniform eld. In this ase the
solution to the Maxwell equations is well known. The result is an eletri eld, E,
generated in the entire volume, V , whih explains the d
6
p
dependene on P (P jEj
2

V
2
d
6
p
). For intermediate-sized partiles one has to rely on the general (and more
ompliated) Mie theory.
1
Calulated by the Mie sattering toolbox developed by Barnett [8℄.
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 1; m 1 Rayleigh sattering P  I
0
d
6
p
=
4
  1 Intermediate (Mie theory)
 1; (m  1) > 1 Geometrial optis P  I
0
d
2
p
=
2
Table 4.1: Radiant power behaviour in dierent sattering regimes.
Figure 4.2 shows values of P=I
0
from Eq. (4.2) for both olive oil seeding and Rolovit
(f. Table 3.5 page 22).
2
The trends of both the Rayleigh and geometrial optis regimes
are lear when plots are ompared to the 6 and 2 m
2
slopes.
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Figure 4.2: Sattering power per inoming intensity, P=I
0
for olive oil (m = 1:47) and
Rolovit (m = 1:68). Slopes of 6 m
2
and 2 m
2
are also shown.
Small liquid partiles are always spherial due to the surfae tension, but solid
partiles are rarely spherial making the sattering theory muh more ompliated.
In addition, the intensity from a loud of sattering partiles equals the sum of the
individual intensities. For in-depth information on the sattering of partiles the reader
is referred to van de Hulst [57℄ and Kerker [26℄.
4.2 Illumination and reording
The pulsed double-avity laser is widely used in PIV in order to provide a monohro-
mati (i.e. onstant frequeny) light pulse with a high energy ontent, W . The energy
2
Calulated by the Mie sattering toolbox developed by Barnett [8℄.
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intensity, I
0
, in the measuring volume (measuring plane of nite thikness) is
I
0
=
W
yzÆt
; [W=m
2
℄ (4.5)
where y and z are the dimensions of the measuring volume normal to the diretion
of propagation, and Æt is the pulse duration (see Figure 4.3). In the present study a
frequeny doubled Nd:YAG has been employed with a maximum output of W = 170
mJ and Æt = 4-6 ns giving I
0
 10
11
W/m
2
in the yz  3 m
2
measuring volume.
The reorded amount of light sattered from a partile is limited by the solid angle of
observation, 
, determined from the lens aperture as skethed in Figure 4.3.
aperture
PSfrag replaements
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Figure 4.3: Partile image reording.
The reording of the partile satter an be done in several ways, but reent advanes
in eletroni reording has made digitally reorded PIV (DPIV) more attrative than
the traditional photo-hemial reording [61℄. In DPIV the reording medium is a CCD
amera ontaining an array of isolated pixels, whih are eletroni sensors apable of
onverting light into eletri harge. The spatial resolution is still small ompared to
photo-hemial reording, but progress is made towards high-resolution CCD ameras.
The eletri harge in eah pixel ontinues to aumulate during the time of exposure,
thus eah pixel harge is integrated over the pixel area and the exposure time, whih
for pulsed lasers equals the pulse duration, Æt. Hene, the mean exposure, , over an
image area of diameter d
e
yields
 =

1
4
d
2
e
Z
Æt
Z


r
2
I d
dt ; [J/m
2
℄ (4.6)
where  is the transmissivity of the reeiving optis (< 1), 
 is the solid angle subtended
by the aperture of the amera lens and I is the intensity at the distane r from the
objet plane (see Figure 4.3). In Eq. (4.6) it is assumed that the image is larger than
one pixel, i.e. d
e
>d

, where d

is the equivalent diameter of one pixel. If d
e
<d

one
may substitute d
e
with d

in Eq. (4.6), whih does not take into aount the image
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loation on the CCD array. If, for instane, one image is plaed mid between two pixels,
both of these will aumulate harge. Sine I is highly dependent on the sattering
diretion and 
 usually is quite small,  will depend strongly on the angle of observation
(f. Figure 4.1).
The image of the partile is given as the onvolution of a point spread funtion with
the geometri image. Figure 4.4 shows an example of the intensity distribution along
the diameter of the image. The image of the point spread funtion forms konentri
rings of zero and non-zero intensity due to the distane between the aperture and the
image plane, known as Fraunhofer diration. Usually the exposure is so low that only
the inner ore of the Fraunhofer diration is visible, thus the image diameter yields
[2℄
d
s
= 2:44(M + 1)f
#
 ; (4.7)
where M is the geometri magniation and f
#
is the numerial aperture. The geo-
metri image is a simple top hat funtion with the diameterMd
p
. Assuming that both
the diration image and the geometri image are Gaussian the onvolution yields the
eetive image diameter [2℄
d
e
=
q
M
2
d
2
p
+ d
2
s
: (4.8)
Again it is assumed that the photographi resolution is apable of resolving the image
(d
e
> d

).
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Figure 4.4: Shemati of the onvolution (
) of Fraunhoer diration image (left) and
geometrial image (right).
Assuming that the viewing angle, 
, of Eq. (4.6) is large enough to apture the gen-
eral trends of the sattered power, i.e. P and ombining the results from Table 4.1
with Eq.'s (4.6){(4.8) gives the results of Table 4.2. The table gives the asymptoti
dependeny of dierent parameters on the mean exposure of the partile image, . The
entries are two-fold: a) the sattering regime, whih may be one of the two extremes
of Rayleigh sattering or geometrial sattering and b) the reorded image diameter,
whih may be smaller than the CCD resolution (One-pixel image) or either limited by
one of the two extremes of diration or the geometri image. One should note the very
dierent dependenies of d
p
and  on , whih will be used in the subsequent data re-
dution in Setion 6.1. Experimentally, Adrian & Yao [3℄ investigated the dependeny
of d
p
on  for diration limited images and found similar results but with onsiderable
variations due to a small viewing angle, 
. No simple laws of proportionality exist in
the intermediate size range where only the general Mie theory applies.
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Rayleigh sattering Geometrial sattering
 1; m 1  1; (m  1) > 1
One-pixel image
d
6
p
= (d
2


4
) d
2
p
= (d
2


2
)
d
e
< d

Multi-pixel image
d
e
> d

Diration image
d
6
p
=
 
(M + 1)
2
f
2
#

6

d
2
p
=
 
(M + 1)
2
f
2
#

4

Md
p
=d
s
 1
Geometri image
d
4
p
=(M
2

4
) 1=(M
2

2
)
Md
p
=d
s
 1
Table 4.2: Asymptoti dependeny of seleted parameters on mean exposure in digital PIV,
 =  (d

; d
p
; ;M; f
#
).
4.3 Measurement unertainty
The variane, 
2
u
, of the measured veloity, u, has ontributions from both turbulent
utuations, 
2
T
, and measurement unertainties, 
2
PIV

2
u
= 
2
T
+ 
2
PIV
: (4.9)
Here the measurement error, 
2
PIV
, is dened as the dierene between the true mean
displaement and the measured displaement within the interrogation area (IA). Thus,
the bias error due to the poor spatial resolution aeting higher order moments is not
inluded (f. Setion 3.2.4). The main ontribution to the measurement error, 
2
PIV
, is
a result of two fators. First, the estimation of the orrelation peak introdues an error
known as peak loking [56℄. Seond, veloity gradients within the IA and system noise
(e.g. thermal noise of the CCD sensor) ause errors observed as a broadened orrelation
peak [61℄. In the early years of DPIV, the measurement preision was given by the
pixel dimension, i.e. 0.5 px, but introdution of the sub-pixel interpolation improved
the measurement preision substantially to about 0.1 px [59, 61℄. Further improvements
were obtained by the adaptive orrelation (oset interrogation windows) reduing the
error of orrelation peak estimation to about 0.04 px [59℄.
The above desribed measurement error is observed on the CCD sensor in the
image plane and is referred to as 
2
PIV;IP
. In order to relate this error to the er-
ror of the displaement in the objet plane geometri parameters are used. In this
study a alibration-based reonstrution was used, whih minimizes registration errors
ompared to geometri reonstrution [44℄. Thus, assuming perfet registration the
measurement error for the in-plane and out-of-plane motions for stereo PIV beome
[44℄
In-plane: 
2
PIV

1
2M
2

2
PIV;IP
; (4.10)
Out-of-plane: 
2
PIV

1
2(Mtan())
2

2
PIV;IP
; (4.11)
where  is the angle between the ameras and the laser sheet. The fator of 1/2 is
due to the enhanement obtained by using two ameras instead of one. Of ourse, the
stereo arrangement also removes the perspetive error.
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In the present experiment d
p
 1:75 m, M  0:10, f
#
= 5:6, and  = 532 nm,
whih gives by Eq. (4.8) an image diameter of d
e
 8:0 m or 0.9 px.
3
With this image
size the Gaussian estimator gives a standard deviation due to peakloking of 0:005
px [45, 56℄. In steady ows this error auses biasing, but for highly turbulent ows
it may be treated as a random error. The error due to broadening of the orrelation
peak is also random and mainly dependent on relative displaement in the image plane
and size of IA. For this study the error of 2-6 px displaement in a 3232 px IA gives
a standard deviation of 0:04 px [58℄. The ombined PIV measurement variane in
the image plane then beomes (0:005 px)
2
+ (0:04 px)
2
 0:0016 px
2
, whih equals
the approximate value given by Westerweel [59℄. The value orresponds to 
2
PIV;IP

8:110
 7
m
2
/s
2
when the time separation of t = 400 s is used.
With  = 45
Æ
Eq. (4.10)-(4.11) gives 
2
PIV
 410
 5
m
2
/s
2
for both in-plane and
out-of-plane motion. The variane due to turbulene is 
2
T
 0:04 m
2
/s
2
, i.e. three
orders of magnitudes larger than the unertainties due to measurement errors, 
2
PIV
,
giving

u
 
T
: (4.12)
The unertainties in the veloity moments may then be estimated using analytial
expressions given by Benedit & Gould [10℄. When Gaussian distributions are assumed,
the unertainties in U and U
rms
with a 95 % ondene interval are given by
S(U) = 1:96

u
p
N
; (4.13)
S(U
rms
) = 1:96

u
p
2N
; (4.14)
where N is the number of snapshots. With 
u
= 0:2 m/s and N = 400 the unertainties
are S(U) = 0:020 m/s and S(u
rms
) = 0:014 m/s. With a mean veloity of 0.5
m/s and RMS veloity of 0.2 m/s the relative unertainites beome 4 % and 7 %,
respetively.
The above PIV error analysis treated the dierene between the true mean displae-
ment and the measured displaement and showed that pratially no measurement er-
ror was present. However, the relatively low spatial resolution of PIV was shown in
Setion 3.2.4 to introdue substantial errors with regard to higher order moments.
4.4 Summary
This hapter provided a disussion on the appliation of digital Partile Image Ve-
loimetry espeially with regard to partile sattering, its reording and the introdued
measurement errors. The general sattering behavior of a spherial partile was treated
and asymptoti dependenies of seleted parameters on mean exposure were dedued.
The measurement error was found to onsist mainly of unertainties due to the gas
turbulene, whereas the PIV measuring error was found to be negligible.
3
The magniation is only approximately uniform over the eld of view due to the rotational PIV
setup, see Figure 3.2.
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Chapter 5
Appliation of Large Eddy
Simulation
Up to today, most simulations in Computational Fluid Dynamis (CFD) are arried
out with traditional RANS (Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes). In RANS, the ow
variables are split into a time-averaged (mean) part and a turbulent (utuating) part,
where the latter is modelled with a turbulene model suh as k  or Reynolds Stress
Model. However, it may not always be appropriate to use RANS, sine the turbulent
part might be dominating the ow. The more appropriate solution would then be to
use Large Eddy Simulation (LES) or alternatively unsteady RANS.
In LES the governing equations are ltered to separate the large-sale and small-
sale motion. The large-sale motion is solved for expliitly by the disretized equations
whereas the small-sale motion is modelled. Sine the small sales tend to be more
homogeneous and universal, and less aeted by the boundary onditions than the
large ones, their models may usually be simpler and require fewer adjustments than
for the RANS equations [43, 46℄. Thus, LES is preferable over RANS simulations
espeially when large-sale eddy strutures are dominating. Beause turbulene is
three-dimensional and unsteady of nature, LES must be arried out as 3D, unsteady
simulations.
LES of the laboratory sale ESP ow has been performed to supplement the PIV
and LDV measurements. LES was hosen, sine the ESP ow is very unsteady and
dominated by large turbulent strutures. The alulated 3D steady body fore, F ,
of Figure 3.6 page 26 has been used as input to the nite dierene solver PEGASE
developed at ONERA [30, 38℄. This Navier-Stokes solver was developed for the plane
hannel ow, thus diretly appliable to the ESP ow. However, several modiations
were needed for the body fore implementation. Modiations inluded 3D interpola-
tion of F to the LES mesh and adjustments of momentum equations, pressure equation
and boundary equations as desribed in the following. This hapter does not inlude
general text on LES, but only serves to outline the tehniques used in the presented
simulations. Details on LES may be found in e.g. Sagaut [48℄.
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5.1 Governing equations
To separate the resolved sales from the the small sales, LES applies a spatial ltering
operation. In this study the top-hat lter has been applied with a lter length equal
to the grid size [48℄. Filtering the inompressible Navier-Stokes equations, Eq. (2.15)
and (2.16) with a ltered (resolved) variable, denoted with an over-bar, yields
u
i
t
+
(u
i
u
j
)
x
j
=  
p
x
i
+
1
Re

2
u
i
x
j
x
j
 

ij
x
j
+ F
i
; (5.1)
u
i
x
i
= 0 ; (5.2)
where the equations have been made dimensionless and the non-linear term in the
momentum equation (5.1) has been rewritten by use of a subgrid sale (SGS) stress
term

ij
 u
i
u
j
  u
i
u
j
: (5.3)
The ltered equations (5.1) and (5.2) govern the evolution of the large, energy-
ontaining sales of motion. The eet of the small sales appears through the SGS
term, whih is the large sale momentum ux aused by the ation of the non-resolved
sales. The term remains to be modeled. The fundamental hypothesis is that the en-
ergy transfer from the resolved to the non-resolved sales is analogous to the visous
dissipation of energy, dependent on the ltered strain-rate tensor (i.e. the Boussinesq
approximation)
S
ij

1
2

u
i
x
j
+
u
j
x
i

: (5.4)
Due to ontinuity S has zero trae, thus it an only model the deviatori part of  ,
whih is

D
ij
 
ij
 
1
3

kk
Æ
ij
; (5.5)
where Æ
ij
is the Kroneker delta funtion.
1
The isotropi part of the SGS stress term
is added to the pressure term hereby introduing a pseudo-pressure, 
  p +
1
3

kk
; (5.6)
whih needs no modelling. A Poisson equation for the pressure is obtained by taking
the divergene of the momentum equation, and the nal set of equations beomes
Momentum:
u
i
t
+
(u
i
u
j
)
x
j
=  

x
i
+
1
Re

2
u
i
x
j
x
j
 

D
ij
x
j
+ F
i
; (5.7)
Pressure:

2

x
i
x
i
=  

2
x
i
x
j
 
u
i
u
j
+ 
D
ij

+
F
i
x
i
; (5.8)
SGS visosity: 
D
=  2
sgs
S ; (5.9)
1
Æ
ij
= 1 if i = j and Æ
ij
= 0 otherwise.
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where 
sgs
is the subgrid visosity. In Eq. (5.8) the visous and inertia terms have been
disarded by virtue of the ontinuity equation (5.2). It should be noted that by this
tehnique the ontinuity equation is replaed by the pressure equation, and the losure
now onsists in determining the subgrid visosity of Eq. (5.9) based on the resolved
sales, 
sgs
= 
sgs
(u).
5.2 Subgrid sale model
The employed SGS model developed by Sagaut [48℄ is referred to as the Mixed-Sale
model, 
MS
sgs
, depending on both the large and the small sales. Atually it exhibits a
triple dependeny on 1) the vortiity of the resolved sales, ! r u, 2) the kineti
energy of the highest resolved frequenies, q


1
2
u
0
i
u
0
i
, and 3) the ut-o length sale,
 = (xyz)
1=3
, based on the loal mesh dimensions. The relation is

MS
sgs
= 0:1j!j
1=2
q
1=4


3=2
: (5.10)
The q

term is assumed to approximately equal the kineti energy at the subgrid sale.
In pratie q

is found by applying a test lter of 2x 2y  2z, whih gives
q

=
1
2
 
(u  eu)
2
+ (v   ev)
2
+ (w   ew)
2

; (5.11)
where a tilde denotes that the test lter has been applied. In pratie the disrete test
lter veloities on a artesian mesh of index (i; j; k) are found as
eu(i; j; k) =
1
4
[u(i  1; j; k) + 2u(i; j; k) + u(i+ 1; j; k)℄ ; (5.12)
ev(i; j; k) =
1
4
[v(i; j   1; k) + 2v(i; j; k) + v(i; j + 1; k)℄ ; (5.13)
ew(i; j; k) =
1
4
[w(i; j; k   1) + 2w(i; j; k) + w(i; j; k + 1)℄ : (5.14)
In order to improve the predition of ow intermitteny it is possible to design a
self-adaptive SGS model by ombining the Mixed-Sale model, 
MS
sgs
, with a seletion
funtion, f
s
. The idea is that the seletion funtion must turn o the SGS model
when all sales are resolved. Sagaut [48℄ stated that a ow may be onsidered as
loally under-resolved when the loal angular utuations of the vortiity vetor of
the highest resolved frequenies are greater than a ertain threshold level. Thus, the
seletion funtion beomes a funtion of the angle, , between the ltered vortiity
vetor, !, and the one of the test lter,
e
! r
e
u,

sgs
= 
MS
sgs
f
s
() ; (5.15)
where the seletion funtion is
f
s
() =
(
1 ; if jj  
0
r ; if jj < 
0
; (5.16)
r 
tan
2
(=2)
tan
2
(
0
=2)
: (5.17)
In the present simulations a threshold angle of 
0
= 20
Æ
was used [48℄.
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5.3 Solution method
In the PEGASE ode, the presented equations are disretized by the nite dierene
method and time integration is performed using a seond-order aurate semi-impliit
method. A time-adaptive homogeneous foring term is added to the momentum equa-
tion in order to keep a onstant mass ow rate through the hannel. Details on the
numerial methods may be found in Sagaut et al. [49℄.
The omputational domain of Figure 5.1 was (L
x
; L
y
; L
z
) = (200; 200; 200) mm
orresponding to two unit ell lengths of the full ross setion of the experimental test
setion (see Figure 3.2 on page 18), i.e. a total of 16 unit ells. The spatial resolution
was 616181 nodes and was equidistant in x and z and strethed in y with a distane
to the rst node of y
+
 2 in wall units. The boundary onditions were periodi in
axial (x) and spanwise (z) diretions, and the no-slip ondition was employed in the
wall-normal (y) diretion orresponding to solving for the fully developed ow with
no side-walls. The volume of the 3-mm eletrodes was not resolved, sine the wake
eets were assumed negligible when the eletrostati eld was applied [51℄. The initial
ondition was a perturbed Poiseuille ow and a developed ow was ahieved after 1-
2 seonds. The time step was kept as low as t = 210
 5
s in order to stabilize
the omputations, and the presented results are based on averages of 8-10 seonds of
developed ow. Essential LES simulation parameters are summarized in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Computational domain. 2 eletrodes at x = 50; 150 mm and y = 100 mm with
disharge pins at z = 50; 150 mm, 2 olletor plates at y = 0; 200 mm.
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Method 3D, transient, inompressible LES
SGS model Mixed Sale with seletion funtion
Fluid air,  = 1:510
 5
m
2
/s
Domain (L
x
; L
y
; L
z
) = (200; 200; 200) mm
2 olletor plates y = 0; 200 mm
2 eletrodes y = 100 mm, x = 50; 150 mm
4 emission pins y = 100 mm, x = 50; 150 mm, z =  50; 50 mm
Time step t = 210
 5
s
Spatial resolution N
x
N
y
N
z
= 618161 nodes
BC's periodi (x), no-slip (y), periodi (z)
Bulk veloity U
0
= 1:0 m/s
Mean urrent density J
m
= 0; 0:05; 0:10; 0:20; 0:30; 0:40 mA/m
2
Table 5.1: LES simulation parameters.
5.4 Summary
This hapter provided information on the LES appliation to the ESP ow. The
governing equations were shown as well as the employed SGS model (Mixed Sale with
a seletion funtion). Finally, simulation parameters suh as omputational domain,
boundary onditions et. were presented.
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Chapter 6
Data redution
6.1 Corretion for drift of polydisperse partiles
Using an optial measuring tehnique suh as LDV or PIV the veloity of the seeding
partile, u
p
, is measured. The orresponding loal gas veloity, u, may be found
by subtrating the drift veloity, u
e
, of the seeding partile, u = u
p
  u
e
. This is
easily done when the partiles have idential drift veloities, whih, however, is not the
ase when polydisperse partiles are used. It is the purpose of this setion to derive
orretions to measured partile veloities in order to get unbiased gas veloities. It
will be assumed that partiles of all sizes perfetly follow the arrier gas, thus the slip
veloity is simply the eletri drift veloity. Eq. (2.32) on page 13 relating partile
diameter, d
p
, to u
e
may be rewritten as
u
e
= Cd
p
; (6.1)
where C is a proportionality vetor whose diretion is given by the loal eld strength,
E. The Reynolds deomposition is applied to gas, partile and drift veloities as
u = U + u
0
; u
p
= U
p
+ u
0
p
; u
e
= U
e
+ u
0
e
; (6.2)
with U
e
 Cd
p
, where d
p
is the partile mean diameter. The mean diameter and its
variane, d
2
p
, are alulated by the partile size distribution, f(d
p
), as
d
p

Z
d
p
f(d
p
) dd
p
; (6.3)
d
2
p

Z
 
d
p
  d
p

2
f(d
p
) dd
p
: (6.4)
In LDV the measured instantaneous partile veloity, u
p
, is based on the motion
of a single partile, but in PIV the partile veloity is the average motion of all the
partiles in the interrogation area (IA). The instantaneous mean diameter,
e
d
p
, of these
partiles is
e
d
p

Z
d
p
e
f(d
p
) dd
p
; (6.5)
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where
e
f is the size distribution of the partiles that u
p
is based on (e.g. partiles in
the IA). The instantaneous gas veloity beomes
u = u
p
  u
e
(
e
d
p
) ; (6.6)
If the number of reorded partiles, K, is large enough to represent the overall size
distribution, f , it follows that
e
d
p
= d
p
and
u = u
p
 U
e
; if K  1 : (6.7)
If the number of partiles is small u an only be estimated if the individual partile
diameters are measured. The mean gas veloity is
U = U
p
  u
e

e
d
p

; (6.8)
where
e
d
p

1
N
N
X
n=1

Z
d
p
e
f(d
p
) dd
p

n
: (6.9)
and N is the total number of samples. It is seen that if either N or K is large it follows
that
e
d
p
= d
p
and
U = U
p
 U
e
; if K  1 or N  1 : (6.10)
The Reynolds stresses are alulated as
u
0
i
u
0
j
= (u
0
p;i
  u
0
e;i
)(u
0
p;j
  u
0
e;j
)
= u
0
p;i
u
0
p;j
  u
0
e;i
u
0
e;j
  u
0
i
u
0
e;j
  u
0
j
u
0
e;i
= u
0
p;i
u
0
p;j
  u
0
e;i
u
0
e;j
; (6.11)
where the last step assumes no orrelation between gas and drift veloities. Using
Eq. (6.1) the o-variane of the drift veloities beomes
u
0
e;i
u
0
e;j
=
1
N
N
X
n=1
h
C
i

e
d
p
 
e
d
p

C
j

e
d
p
 
e
d
p
i
n
;
=
C
i
C
j
N
N
X
n=1


e
d
p
 
e
d
p

2

n
: (6.12)
If N  1 it follows that
e
d
p
= d
p
, and if K  1 then
e
d
p
=
e
d
p
and u
0
e;i
u
0
e;j
= 0. If on the
other hand K = 1 the orretion due to drift veloity variane beomes
lim
N!1
C
i
C
j
N
N
X
n=1


e
d
p
 
e
d
p

2

n
= C
i
C
j
Z
 
d
p
  d
p

2
f(d
p
) dd
p
;
= U
e;i
U
e;j
d
2
p
d
p
2
: (6.13)
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Basially, Eq. (6.11) states that the Reynolds stresses may require a modiation
by the variane of the partile drift due to the partile size distribution, f(d
p
). How-
ever, when K is suÆiently large to be representative of the omplete partile size
distribution the inuene of the partile size variane vanishes.
The time veloity orrelation for u is alulated as
R
uu
()  u
0
(t)u
0
(t+ )
= u
0
p
(t)u
0
p
(t+ )  u
0
e
(t)u
0
e
(t + )  u
0
(t)u
0
e
(t+ )  u
0
(t + )u
0
e
(t)
 u
0
p
(t)u
0
p
(t+ ) ; (6.14)
where it has been used that there is no orrelation between gas and drift veloities.
Also, the u
0
e
(t)u
0
e
(t+ ) term is approximately zero sine the sampling frequeny used
for time averaging is at least one order of magnitude smaller than the frequeny of drift
veloity utuations.
The results are summarized in Table 6.1, where N is assumed large enough to
represent the size distribution, f , i.e.
e
d
p
= d
p
. K = 1 is represented by the LDV
tehnique, whereas the PIV tehnique is somewhere in between the two entries of K
depending on the seeding density and the homogeneity of d
p
. It is noteworthy that it
is impossible to alulate instantaneous gas veloities sine u
e
is not reorded and K
is rarely large enough to represent f . An estimate of the instantaneous veloity eld
may however be alulated as u  u
p
  U
e
as long as the drift orretion is small.
However, rst and seond order veloity moments may be estimated with orretions
based on the partile size distribution provided that the number of samples is large.
K  1 K = 1
u
i
u
p;i
  U
e;i
u
p;i
  u
e;i
U
i
U
p;i
  U
e;i
U
p;i
  U
e;i
u
0
i
u
0
j
u
0
p;i
u
0
p;j
u
0
p;i
u
0
p;j
  U
e;i
U
e;j
d
2
p
=d
p
2
R
ii
u
0
p;i
(t)u
0
p;i
(t+ ) u
0
p;i
(t)u
0
p;i
(t+ )
Table 6.1: Drift veloity orretions. The number of samples, N , is assumed large.
6.1.1 Appliation to PIV data
The PIV images of Rolovit partiles were reorded on a CCD hip with an 8 bit
resolution, i.e. 256 pixel grey levels, and in aordane with the priniples of digital
PIV the pixel values were subsequently ross orrelated to get the veloity in eah
interrogation area. Due to the dependeny of partile size on both drift veloity and
the reorded light intensity (exposure) this proedure introdued biasing. To overome
this problem the measured size distribution f(d
p
) of Figure 3.3 page 23 used to estimate
d
p
(Eq. (6.3)) and d
2
p
(Eq. (6.4)), was replaed with an eetive size distribution f
e
(d
p
)
based on the results of Table 4.2 page 34.
The mean dimensionless partile diameter was   10 and the relative refrative
index was m = 1:68 giving sattering in the lower end of the geometrial regime (f.
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Figure 4.2 page 31). Further, the magniation fator was M  0:10, giving a dira-
tion image diameter of d
s
 8 m, whih was slightly smaller than the pixel size, d

= 9
m and onsiderably higher than the geometri image, Md
p
 0:2 m. Thus the mean
exposure would give an approximate d
2
p
dependeny.
Due to the subsequent ross orrelation proedure involving produts of intensi-
ties, the relative ontribution of eah partile in the interrogation area saled with d
4
p
,
provided that none of the CCD pixels beame saturated. However, inspetion of the
images showed that 3-5% of the partiles gave rise to saturation, orresponding to par-
tiles of size d
p
> d
0
p
 4m, where d
0
p
is the smallest diameter ausing saturation. The
eetive size distribution f
e
(d
p
) thus yielded
f
e
(d
p
) =
(
(d
p
=[m℄)
4
f(d
p
) ; for d
p
< d
0
p
(d
0
p
=[m℄)
4
f(d
p
) ; for d
p
 d
0
p
.
(6.15)
Using f
e
(d
p
) instead of f(d
p
), the mean value, d
p
, inreased from 1.75 m to 2.7 m
and the variane, d
2
p
, from 0.50 m
2
to 1.1 m
2
, yielding a spatial mean drift veloity
of j<U
e
>
xyz
j  0:053 m=s for J
m
= 0:40 mA/m
2
. In the same ase, the maximum
dierene between the two expressions of u
0
i
u
0
j
of Table 6.1 was then  410
 4
m
2
=s
2
or about 1 %. This small dierene was well within the range of unertainty, thus the
PIV data redution was based on the expression valid for K  1.
6.2 Veloity statistis
In order to display instantaneous measured veloities the assumption of u
i
= u
p;i
 U
e;i
was used for PIV measurements, and 1st and 2nd order gas veloity moments were
alulated by use of Table 6.1 as
LES: U
i
=
1
N
N
X
n=1
u
i;n
; (6.16)
PIV: U
i
=
1
N
N
X
n=1
u
p;i;n
  U
e;i
; (6.17)
LDV: U
i
=
P
N
n=1
u
p;i;n
w
n
P
N
n=1
w
n
  U
e;i
; (6.18)
and for the varianes
LES: u
0
i
u
0
j
=
1
N
N
X
n=1
u
0
i;n
u
0
j;n
; (6.19)
PIV: u
0
i
u
0
j
=
1
N
N
X
n=1
u
0
p;i;n
u
0
p;j;n
; (6.20)
LDV: u
0
i
u
0
j
=
P
N
n=1
u
0
p;i;n
u
0
p;j;n
w
n
P
N
n=1
w
n
  U
e;i
U
e;j
d
2
p
d
p
2
; (6.21)
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where the LDV partile transit time, w, (sometimes referred to as residene time) was
used as a weighting fator to overome the problem of partile-rate/veloity orrelation
[11, 13℄.
The turbulene intensity was alulated for all three veloity omponents as
Tu
u

p
u
0
u
0
U
0
; Tu
v

p
v
0
v
0
U
0
; Tu
w

p
w
0
w
0
U
0
; (6.22)
based on the bulk ow veloity, U
0
. The 3 dimensional turbulene intensity was
Tu 
q
u
0
i
u
0
i
=3
U
0
: (6.23)
6.3 Turbulene prodution and dissipation
Turbulene prodution, P, and dissipation, , were estimated from PIV and LES by
use of results from Setion 2.2
P =  u
0
i
u
0
j
S
ij
+
1
b
I
u
0
i
J
0
i
  u
0
i
u
0
j
S
ij
; (6.24)
 = 2s
0
ij
s
0
ij
: (6.25)
All of the above terms ould be estimated from LES by use of entral dierene ap-
proximation to the dierential operator. But sine PIV is a planar measuring method
gradients perpendiular to the plane of investigation may only be estimated with re-
spet to mean veloities. This means that if PIV axial planes are spaed lose enough
to resolve axial gradients in the mean ow, then U
i
=x may be estimated in the same
manner as =y and =z. However, u
0
i
=x terms are impossible to get from the PIV
measurements. These terms were thus estimated from an assumption of
u
0
i
x
=
1
2

u
0
i
y
+
u
0
i
z

; (6.26)
even though the turbulene was anisotropi.
6.4 Charateristis of swirling motion
In the presene of an axial bulk ow, the body fores reated seondary ows whose
dominating feature appeared as axial rolls. The roll positions were highly unsteady
and the ow possessed high levels of turbulene and axial vortiity with opposing sign.
6.4.1 Axial vortiity
The vortiity eld is dened as the url of the veloity eld, !  ru. But sine
planar PIV only provides veloities in a 2D domain it is impossible to alulate instanta-
neous derivatives with respet to the out-of-plane diretion. Thus, only the omponent
of ! in the diretion normal to the PIV plane (i.e. !
x
) is possible to alulate. Again,
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nite dierene may be employed to alulate the spatial derivatives, but Rael et al.
[45℄ argued that a two-dimensional vortiity estimation based on the Stokes theorem
yields the most aurate results
!
x
= lim
S!0
1
S
I
u  dl ; (6.27)
where l desribes the losed ontour path around the surfae of area S ontaining the
point of evaluation. This means that !
x
is alulated from the surrounding 8 veloities
in artesian mesh of the yz-plane. Eq. (6.27) was used for both PIV and LES data
redution.
6.4.2 Swirl enter
The need for analyzing the instantaneous large-sale oherent strutures in a yz-plane
was met by the vortex identiation algorithm proposed by Graftieaux et al. [22℄. A
global salar funtion   was introdued, its maximum dening the enter of an unsteady
swirling ow superposed on a small-sale turbulent veloity eld by only onsidering
the topology of the ow and not the absolute veloity levels
 (P ) =
1
A
Z
A
(r  u)  i
x
jrj  ju i
x
j
dA ; (6.28)
where P is a point in the yz-plane, A the two-dimensional area surrounding P , r the
vetor from P to a xed point in A, u the point veloity, and i
x
a unit vetor in
the x-diretion. The position, P
C
, of the maximum absolute value of the variable  
then speies the instantaneous swirl enter loation (i.e. one enter for eah roll). For
inreased auray, the swirl enter loations were found by loal maximum detetion
on a rened mesh of  = 0:5 mm by using biubi interpolation on a 55 stenil
surrounding the initial swirl enter. The same proedure was used to determine the
mean swirl enter, P
C
, of the mean veloity eld.
6.4.3 Swirl number
Based on P
C
it is possible to determine a swirl number, S, haraterizing the swirling
motion around P
C
. S is the ratio of angular momentum ow, G

, to axial mo-
mentum ow, G
x
, over the area of the unit ell plane with a hydrauli radius
L
H
 2Area=Perimeter
S =
G

L
H
G
x
; (6.29)
G

=
Z
A
u(r  u)  i
x
dA ; (6.30)
G
x
=
Z
A
u
2
dA ; (6.31)
where ontributions from pressure and turbulent veloity utuations have been ig-
nored. Similarly, the mean swirl number S was found with respet to P
C
for the mean
veloity eld.
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6.5 Power spetrum and auto orrelation funtion
Auto orrelation funtions and 1D power spetra may be alulated from time resolved
data, suh as LDV and LES. As shown in Setion 6.1, the LDV measured partile
veloities may be used to alulate the auto orrelation funion, and instead of
treating the LDV data diretly by a Diret Fourier Transform (DFT) the data was
reonstruted and resampled equidistantly hereby allowing the use of Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) [11℄. The method used to estimate Power Spetral Density (PSD)
and Auto Correlation Funtion (ACF) is skethed in Figure 6.1. The individual steps
will be desribed in the following.
Removal of mean velocity
Reconstruction and resampling
Zero padding
PSD by FFT of velocity
ACF by inverse FFT of PSD
ACF window filter
ACF inverse low-pass filter
PSD by FFT of ACF
LDV time series LES time series
Figure 6.1: Method of estimating PSD and ACF for LDV and LES veloity time series.
A) Removal of mean veloity: The utuating veloity u
0
was alulated from the
time series, u, by use of Eq. (6.16) and (6.18) for the N samples.
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B) Reonstrution and resampling: The purpose of reonstrution and resam-
pling of the LDV data is to get equidistant sampled data allowing a FFT proessing.
Several ways of reonstruting a ontinous signal are explained by Shmidt [50℄, where
the zeroth-order sample-and-hold proedure is the simplest and reommended by sev-
eral authors [4, 39℄. For the sample-and-hold interpolation the most reent sample is
retained until a new one is available. Subsequently the ontinous veloity is resam-
pled with a presribed onstant frequeny, whih generally is higher than the mean
frequeny of the original time series. This is possible as the probability of a partile
arrival dereases with time separation, thus muh high-frequeny information is on-
tained in the LDV data [5℄. The LDV time series were resampled at 5 kHz giving
500,000 samples.
One advantage of the sample-and-hold tehnique is a vanishing veloity bias aused
by the orrelation of partile-rate with veloity. This is due to the fat that large in-
terarrival times are re-sampled more often than are values with small interarrival times
[11℄. This priniple is similar to the transit time weighting used in the moment esti-
mations in Eq. (6.18) and (6.21). However, the sample-and-hold tehnique introdues
some errors in the PSD, whih were rst disovered by Adrian & Yao [4℄. They derived
an expression for the expetation of the PSD (Ef
b
S
xx
g) based on the true PSD (
b
S
xx
)
Ef
b
S
xx
(f)g =
1
1 + f
2
= _n
2
| {z }
lter
0
B
B
B

b
S
xx
(f) +
2
2
x
_n
3
T
2

| {z }
step noise
1
C
C
C
A
; (6.32)
where f is frequeny, _n is LDV mean sampling rate, 
2
x
is veloity variane, and T

is temporal Taylor miro sale. The step noise is due to the step-like jumps in a
sample-and-hold signal, but the term was negligible for the present LDV data. The
low-pass lter has a ut-o frequeny of _n=2 and was aounted for by an inverse
low-pass lter invoked at the ACF (see Figure 6.1).
C) Zero padding: The FFT method is based on the assumption that the input
signal is yli with a period orresponding to the sampling period. If this is not
true an error, known as irular orrelation, is introdued. This error an be avoided
ompletely by use of the zero padding tehnique, by whih the sampling period is
artiially doubled. This is done by adding to the signal a zero signal of the same
length (N) as the original signal
x
i
=
(
u
0
i
; for i = 1; : : : ; N
0 ; for i = N + 1; : : : ; 2N :
(6.33)
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D) PSD by FFT of veloity: A rst estimate of the PSD (
b
S
xx
) may now be found
by applying the FFT proedure to x
b
S
xx;j
=

2N





2N
X
n=0
x
n
exp( 2ijn=2N)





2
; j = 1; : : : ; 2N (6.34)
where  is the time between the elements in x, whih was 200 s and 20 s for the
LDV and LES series, respetively.
E) ACF by inverse FFT of PSD: The ACF (R
xx
) was determined by invoking the
inverse FFT to
b
S
xx
R
xx;k
=
1
2N
2N
X
j=1
b
S
xx;j
exp(2ijk=2N); k = 1; : : : ; 2N (6.35)
In fat, the ACF onsists of the rst N elements only, sine R
xx
is symmetri.
F) ACF window lter: Due to limited number of samples the PSD appeared noisy.
To overome this problem frequeny smoothing was applied. In pratie a window
lter was used in the time-domain to improve alulation time. R
xx
was multiplied by
a Hanning lter funtion w to get the window ltered ACF (R
w
xx
)
R
w
xx;k
= w
k
R
xx;k
; k = 1; : : : ; 2N (6.36)
w
k

(
1
2
(os(k=N
w
) + 1) ; for k  N
w
0 ; for k > N
w
(6.37)
where N
w
is the lter width, whih was xed to give a temporal lter width of 2 s.
G) ACF inverse low-pass lter: As noted under the Reonstrution and re-sampling
setion the sample-and-hold proedure introdues a low-pass lter for the PSD of the
LDV data. This was aounted for by an inverse low-pass lter of the FIR type [9℄
introdued by Nobah & Tropea [39, 40℄. The inverse lter was applied to the LDV
window ltered ACF
R
w;FIR
xx;k
=
(
R
w
xx;1
; for k = 1
(2+ 1)R
w
xx;k
  
 
R
w
xx;k 1
R
w
xx;k+1

; for k = 2; : : : ; 2N   1
(6.38)
with
 
exp(  _n)
(1  exp(  _n))
2
: (6.39)
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H) PSD by FFT of ACF: The nal estimation of the PSD was found by invoking
the FFT one again
LDV:
b
S
xx;j
= 
2N
X
n=0
R
w;FIR
xx;n
exp( 2ijn=2N); j = 1; : : : ; 2N (6.40)
LES:
b
S
xx;j
= 
2N
X
n=0
R
w
xx;n
exp( 2ijn=2N); j = 1; : : : ; 2N (6.41)
Again only the rst N elements of
b
S
xx
were onsidered for the PSD, as for the ACF
in step E).
6.6 Length and time sales
The integral time sale, T
I
, was estimated from LDV and LES time series based on the
autoorrelation oeÆient, 
xx
()  R
xx
()=R
xx
(0)
T
I
=
Z
T
w
0

xx
() d : (6.42)
In the denition of T
I
the integration time is T
w
= 1, but due to large sattering
of R
xx
, whih inreased with  , a maximum time lag of T
w
= 2 s was hosen. This
orresponds to preltering with a top-hat lter of lter width 2 s.
The temporal Taylor miro-sale, T

, ould also be estimated from the ACFs pro-
vided that the temporal resolution is ne enough
2
T

=  

2

xx

2




=0
: (6.43)
Employing entral dierene disretization and using that 
xx
is symmetri in  ,
Eq. (6.43) may be approximated by
T


s
 2

2

xx
(2)  1
; (6.44)
where 
xx
(2) is the value of 
xx
at  = 2 .
Spatial sales ould be estimated from PIV and LES by assuming isotropi homo-
geneous turbulene. In this way the longitudinal Taylor miro sales beame [23℄

2
fu
= 2
u
0
u
0

u
0
x

2
; 
2
fv
= 2
v
0
v
0

v
0
y

2
; 
2
fw
= 2
w
0
w
0

w
0
z

2
; (6.45)
where 
fu
is the Taylor sale of u in x-diretion, 
fv
of v in y and 
fw
of w in z. Again
spatial derivatives were estimated from entral dierene disretization, and obviously
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
fu
ould not be alulated from PIV, sine axial gradients were laking by the planar
tehnique.
Assuming that the dissipation of turbulent kineti energy, , from Eq. (6.25) was
properly estimated, one ould alulate the Kolmogorov length sale, . Based on the
Kolmogorov's Universal equilibrium Theory [52℄ the length sale is dened as
 


3


1=4
: (6.46)
An order of magnitude estimate of the orresponding Kolmogorov time sale, T

, based
on sale relations yields [52℄
T






1=2
: (6.47)
6.7 Summary
This hapter showed the dierent post-proessing tehniques applied to both experi-
mental and numerial data. Initially, a way of dealing with polydisperse seeding par-
tiles was presented. Corretions to measured partile veloities were introdued in
order to get unbiased gas veloities.
A way of estimating turbulene prodution and dissipation was shown. After that,
swirling motion quantities suh as vortiity, swirl enter detetion and swirl number
were introdued.
The last part dealt with estimation of power spetra, auto orrelation funtion and
length and time sales from time resolved data.
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Chapter 7
Results: Flow strutures
7.1 Referene ow
(U
0
= 1:0 m/s, J
m
= 0:40 mA/m
2
, x = 750 mm)
In this setion results from PIV are presented supplemented with LDV and LES re-
sults. Referene settings of bulk veloity U
0
= 1:0 m/s and mean urrent density
J
m
= 0:40 mA/m
2
were used, and experimentally measurements were performed as far
downstream in the test setion as possible to be as lose as possible to fully developed
ondition, i.e. x = 750 mm. Presented results are limited to the two enter unit ells,
z2[ 50; 50℄ mm. Instantaneous data as well as ensemble averages of 1000 PIV snap-
shots, 500 LDV samples, and 9 seonds of fully developed ow from LES were analyzed
for steady and unsteady ow strutures and other turbulent quantities. The test series
are shown in Table 3.2 (page 20), Table 3.4 (page 22) and Table 5.1 (page 41) for PIV,
LDV and LES, respetively.
Figure 7.1 shows seondary veloity (v; w), axial veloity u and axial vortiity !
x
measured by PIV. Both instantaneous and mean (ensemble average) values are shown,
inluding loations of swirlenters, P
C
. The mean values are based on 1000 snapshots.
On average, the ow is direted towards the olletor plate (y = 0) in the xy-planes
of eletrode pins (z = 50 mm) and returns in between (z = 0). The two axial rolls
of opposite sign and approximately same strength have a higher axial veloity near
enters of rolls. Regarding the instantaneous values, on the other hand, the veloity
eld is muh more haoti due to turbulene giving spots of high veloity and vortiity.
Generally, the seondary veloity is less than 0:6 m/s, axial veloity is between
0.8 and 1.2 m/s and the absolute axial vortiity is less than 50 s
 1
. It is lear that
swirlenters P
C
oinide with points of maximum absolute vortiity for the average
veloity eld, but this is not true for the instantaneous veloity eld. However, it
seems that the vortex identiation algorithm (see Setion 6.4.2 ) is able to loate the
swirl enter, P
C
, even though the ow is superposed the small sale turbulene. The
ow is almost similar to the one measured by olive oil seeding presented by Ullum et
al. [55℄, but with a higher degree of symmetry between the two unit ells. The lak
of symmetry ould be aused by urrent irregularities suh as dierent urrents from
the disharge pins. A larger urrent in one side will ause a larger roll with higher
seondary veloity. Due to the large axial inertia the observed asymmetries might be
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due to irregularities ouring far upstream of the measuring plane.
LES results orresponding to the PIV results of Figure 7.1 are shown in Figure 7.2.
The mean values are based on 9 seonds of fully developed ow orresponding to
450,000 instantaneous realizations. Even though the ow is more regular in the mean
than the measured ow, asymmetries are still present suggesting a very unstable ow.
The main dierene is, however, the smaller seondary veloities, whih will be dis-
ussed in the following. The gure also shows that, although fully developed, the wall
boundary layer is thin yielding an essentially at axial prole. This is a result of the
seondary ows.
Veloity moments in form of mean veloities, U and V , and orresponding RMS
veloities, U
rms
and V
rms
, are presented in Figure 7.3 for PIV, LDV and LES. The values
are taken from a line rossing the hannel mid between the last 2 eletrodes, x = 750
mm, halfway between bottom plate and eletrode, y = 50 mm. The orresponding
axial loation in LES is x = 0 (f. Figure 5.1). The dierent boundary onditions in
experiments and simulations at z = 100 mm appears through a no-slip veloity at
the glass walls, whih is seen in the LDV data as the wall is approahed, although the
wall boundary layer is very thin.
The dierene in U and V between PIV and LDV may only be explained in dierent
eletrial onditions at the two times of measuring, e.g. disharge urrent variations.
The dierene between experimental and LES values in the two entral unit ells,
z2 [ 50; 50℄ mm, is likely to be aused by the presene of the glass walls. The no-
slip veloity at the side walls redues the reirulation, hene the strength and size
of the rolls in these ells, allowing the entral rolls to enlarge. Inspetion of the PIV
veloity elds in Figure 7.1 shows enter rolls of approximate sizes z2 [ 60; 0℄ mm and
z 2 [0; 60℄ mm for the left and right roll, respetively. Referring bak to Figure 3.7
on page 27 it is obvious that the enter rolls benet from a greater part of the large
downward direted body fore underneath eletrode pins, whih in turn inreases the
roll strength of the enter rolls. A shemati drawing of the roll strutures is presented
in Figure 7.4.
Regarding turbulene, the level of U
rms
is pratially onstant aross the hannel,
wheras V
rms
reets the large gradients in V . The levels found by the three methods
are not idential. LDV gives the highest levels and PIV the lowest. This dierene
an not be explained, as with U and V , by dierent eletrial onditions, but is more
likely aused by the dierent methods used. As explained in Setion 3.2.4 and shown in
Figure 3.4 page 24 the poor spatial resolution of PIV performs spatial ltering hereby
lowering the RMS level. Thus the PIV resolved turbulene level is lower than the atual
level. The length of the LDV measuring volume has the opposite eet, due to veloity
gradient broadening within the measuring volume. Veloity gradient broadening auses
a tive turbulene aused by gradients in the mean veloity [19℄. However, the PIV
error is estimated to be about 10 % and the LDV error only about 1 %, whih then
may not explain the large dierenes in measured RMS values.
The 6 dierent omponents of the Reynolds stress tensor, u
0
i
u
0
j
, are shown in
Figure 7.5 for the 2 enter rolls measured by PIV. The PIV area has been trunated for
y>90 mm due to erroneous data reorded in this area. The data reveal a signiant
anisotropy and non-homogeneity with u
0
u
0
being the most homogeneous of the three
normal Reynolds stresses. The deviatori Reynolds stresses, taking values between
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Figure 7.1: Central unit ell PIV results of instantaneous (left) and mean values (right) of:
seondary veloity (upper), axial veloity with ontour line spaing  = 0:1 m/s and gray
regions >1.0 m/s (middle), and axial vortiity with  = 20 s
 1
and gray regions >0 (lower).
Swirlenter loations, P
C
, are denoted with a plus.
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Figure 7.2: Numerial LES results orresponding to experimental PIV data of Figure 7.1.
(See aption of Figure 7.1).
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Figure 7.3: Veloity moments at (x; y) = (750; 50) mm from LDV, PIV and LES respetively.
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Figure 7.4: Shemati of the roll strutures in the hannel ross setion. Pin eletrode at
y = 100 mm with two disharge pins at z = 50 mm, denoted with rosses. Upper half:
idealized ase with no eets from side-walls (LES). Lower half: wall eets are present (PIV
and LDV).
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 0:01 and 0.015 m
2
/s
2
, are generally smaller than the normal omponents. Generally,
the spatial variation may be explained by loally generated shear stresses due to mean
veloity gradients, exept for the high values of v
0
v
0
. When the vertial level of ele-
trodes (y = 100 mm) is approahed v
0
v
0
is seen to inrease. This inrease ould be due
to axially onveted turbulene generated at the eletrode upstream of the measuring
plane.
The unsteadiness of the swirling motion appears from Figure 7.6, where the instan-
taneous swirl enters, P
C
, of the two enter unit ells are shown. Both rolls show large
variations between the individual realizations, and the asymmetry of the two rolls is
evident through the distributions of P
C
. The left roll is, on the mean, loser to the
z = 0 plane and displays smaller spatial deviations than the right roll. Thus one may
onlude that the right roll is more unsteady than the left one, whih is supported by
the spatial distributions of veloity varianes of Figure 7.5.
The distribution of prodution, P, and dissipation, , of turbulent kineti energy
measured by PIV are shown in Figure 7.7. P is numerially larger than , but large areas
of negative values of P in the roll enters makes the spatial mean values omparable,
of the order of <P >
yz
 2<>
yz
, with <  >
yz
denoting spatial averaging in y- and z-
diretions. The distribution of P orresponds to the distribution of w
0
w
0
of Figure 7.5,
i.e. w
0
w
0
is presumably generated loally near the olletor plate mid between disharge
pins. This may be explained by the fat that this is where the two rolls with opposing
w-veloity meet. This generates large levels of w
0
w
0
ontributing to P by the term
w
0
w
0
W=z (f. Eq. (6.24)). Contrary to P,  is non-symmtri in z = 0, with larger
dissipation rates in the right unit ell than in the left, aused by more small sale
utuations.
While the ow is developing, the level of turbulent kineti energy, <k >
yz
, inreases
with x as <P>
yz
is greater than <>
yz
. But when the ow is fully developed, i.e.
<k>
yz
is onstant, one would assume <P>
yz
<>
yz
. However, the ratio is lose to
2, meaning that either the ow still develops at x = 750 mm or some estimations are
wrong. Assuming that the dissipation, , is properly estimated, the Kolmogorov length
sale, , is given by Eq. (6.46). The range of values of  in Figure 7.7 gives values of
 between  = 0:41 mm to  = 0:54 mm, whih is below the spatial resolution of the
PIV system (see Table 3.6 on page 23). Espeially all of the small sale data from PIV
should then be interpreted with the reservation that PIV performs spatial ltering.
Thus, the large sale P is probably more orret than the small sale .
Distributions of the Taylor miro sales from longitudinal orrelations of v in y-
diretion, 
fv
, and of w in z-diretion, 
fw
, are presented in Figure 7.8. 
fw
is more
or less onstant over the area taking values around 10-15 mm. 
fv
on the other hand
is small lose to the wall and large in the enter of the rolls 15-20 mm. The Taylor
sales are thus anisotropi like the turbulene.
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Figure 7.8: PIV based Taylor mi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7.2 Flow development
(U
0
= 1:0 m/s, J
m
= 0:40 mA/m
2
, x 2 [150; 750℄ mm)
In this setion results of the axial development in the test setion from upstream of
the rst eletrode, x = 150, to upstream of the last eletrode, x = 750, is presented.
Referene settings of bulk veloity U
0
= 1:0 m/s and mean urrent density J
m
= 0:40
mA/m
2
were used. The parametri settings appear in Table 3.2 page 20 as B) Flow
development. The purpose of the study was to investigate how seondary veloities and
turbulene developed along the test setion.
The general ow patterns, at the dierent axial positions, appear through the se-
tional streamlines of Figure 7.9. The seondary veloities are already developing at
x = 150 mm upstream of the the rst eletrode, but the roll pattern does not appear
until x = 250 mm after the rst eletrode. The streamlines may be ompared to the
vertial veloity omponent, V , at y = 50 shown in Figure 7.10 for the same PIV data.
It is interesting to note that the rolls develop with inreasing symmetry and strength
until x = 650 mm, where a lear asymmetry appears as a dominating left roll. As the
results have proved reproduible this results suggests an eletrial asymmetry at the
5th eletrode (x = 600 mm). One explanation ould be that no or only a weak orona
was present at the right disharge pin on the 5th eletrode hereby reduing the right
roll in favour of the left roll. At the next downstream loation (x = 750 mm) the
symmetry was re-established, i.e. the left roll had lost some of its momentum to the
right roll.
A way to desribe the seondary veloity eld by a single salar is through the
swirlnumber, S, as used in Figure 7.11 for eah of the two enter unit ells. Apparently
S does not inrease from x = 350 mm to x = 550 mm despite the inreasing seondary
veloity . The reason for this is that the swirl enters (f. Figure 7.9) move loser to the
unit ell enters as axial distane inreases hereby dereasing the angular momentum.
The levels are idential to those found by olive oil seeding presented by Ullum et al.
[55℄.
As the veloity develop so does the turbulene level as presented in Figure 7.12
for eah of the three veloity omponents, Tu
u
, Tu
v
and Tu
w
, as well as the three-
dimensional turbulene intensity, Tu. The intensities have been averaged over the
entire PIV area from Figure 7.9. Referene levels at x = 750 mm with no applied
eletrostati eld (J
m
= 0) are shown. The anisotropy is the same at all loations with
<Tu
w
>
yz
being the largest and <Tu
v
>
yz
the smallest omponent. The turbulene
level inreases from about 0.07 at x = 150 mm to about 0.18 at x = 650-750 mm.
However, this is still the resolved level, whih presumably is lower than the atual
level. Although not onlusive, it seems that Tu is leveling o at x = 750 mm, like S,
at least for the left roll.
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Figure 7.9: Setional streamlines and swirl enters (denoted with a plus) for the mean
velo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eld. Axial position of measurement plane is indi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orner in eah
plot. Swirl enter positions, P
C
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enter rolls are indiated with a plus.
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Figure 7.10: Vertial veloity omponent, V , at y = 50 mm and x = 150; 250; : : : ; 750 mm
marked as 1; 2; : : : ; 7 respetively.
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Figure 7.11: Axial development of absolute swirlnumber for the two rolls based on swirl
enters of Figure 7.9.
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7.3 Parametri eets
(U
0
2 [1:0; 2:0℄ m/s, J
m
2 [0; 0:40℄ mA/m
2
, x = 750 mm)
In the preeding setion the axial development from x = 150 mm to x = 750 mm
was investigated. This setion treats the parametri eets of varying either bulk ow
veloity, U
0
, or mean urrent density, J
m
. The PIV measurements were performed as
far downstream in the test setion as possible (i.e. x = 750 mm) to be as lose as
possible to fully developed ow. The experimental settings appear in Table 3.2 page
20 as C) Parametri eets. The experimental results are ompared to LES results for
varying mean urrent density as shown in Table 5.1 page 41.
The general ow patterns, at the dierent parametri settings, appears through the
setional streamlines of Figure 7.13 (referene ase is no. 5) and the vertial veloity
omponent, V , at y = 50 of Figure 7.14. Obviously the seondary veloities and
degree of symmetry inrease with inreasing J
m
and dereasing U
0
. The asymmetry
is inreasing from J
m
= 0:05-0.30 mA/m
2
in favour of the left roll, but at J
m
= 0:40
mA/m
2
the symmetry is established. This phenomenon ould be explained by lak of
orona glow at one or more disharge pins for J
m
< 0:40 mA/m
2
. However, the same
eet is seen from varying U
0
and keeping J
m
onstant. Usually it is assumed that the
eletrostatis is unaeted by the veloity eld. This means that in this ase it must
be the uid inertia that eeted the seondary veloities and degree of symmetry by
making upstream imperfetions visible at the measuring position.
Looking at the fully developed ow from LES, the ow is muh more symmetri
even at low urrent densities. But seondary veloity inreases with J
m
as shown in
Figure 7.15, and the levels of seondary veloities are omparable to the ones found by
PIV.
The ombined eets of varying bulk veloity and mean urrent density may be
analyzed by the dimensionless Froude modulus
Fr 
1=2U
2
0
l
y
J
m
=b
I
; (7.1)
being the ratio of axial ow inertia to transverse eletri fore. In Figure 7.16 the
swirlnumber is used to desribe the veloity eld dependeny on the Froude modulus.
The left roll ontinues to inrease until Fr
 1
 0:24, whereas the swirlnumber of the
right roll is almost onstant until Fr
 1
 0:24. The good orrelation of the data by Fr
onrms that the magnitude of S is a bulk ow phenomenon.
The LES results have also been analyzed for swirling motion by the swirlnumber as
shown in Figure 7.17. The deviations between the two rolls are smaller than in the PIV
results, but relatively large dierenes are still present. The general trend of S leveling
o suggests that the angular momentum has a maximum value whih is reahed lose
to Fr
 1
 0:32. As noted earlier, S-values from LES are smaller than those from PIV.
The eet of Fr on the measured mean turbulene level in the area of investigation
is shown in Figure 7.18. For U
0
= 1:0 m/s the turbulene appears to inrease almost
linearly with Fr
 1
from about 0.08 to 0.17 with no sign of leveling o. The anisotropy
is almost preserved and idential to the ow developing anisotropy of Figure 7.12 page
67. Comparing the two plots of Figure 7.18 shows one again the good orrelation with
Fr.
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Figure 7.13: PIV measured setional streamlines and swirlenters (denoted with a plus).
1-5: U
0
= 1:0 m/s and J
m
= 0:05; 0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 0:4 mA/m
2
. 6-8: J
m
= 0:4 mA/m
2
and
U
0
= 1:15; 1:41; 2:0 m/s.
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Figure 7.14: PIVmeasured vertial veloity omponent, V , at (x; y) = (50; 750) mm. Upper:
U
0
= 1:0 m/s and J
m
= 0:05; 0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 0:4 mA/m
2
denoted as 1; 2; : : : ; 5. Lower: J
m
= 0:4
mA/m
2
and U
0
= 1:0; 1:15; 1:41; 2:0 denoted as 5; : : : ; 8.
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Figure 7.15: LES simulated vertial veloity omponent, V , at (x; y) = (50; 750) mm. U
0
=
1:0 m/s and J
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= 0:05; 0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 0:4 mA/m
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denoted as 1; 2; : : : ; 5.
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Figure 7.16: PIV measured absolute swirl number vs inverse Froude modulus based on swirl
enters from Figure 7.13. Empty symbols: U
0
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Figure 7.17: Absolute swirl number from LES vs inverse Froude modulus.
The LES results have also been analyzed for turbulene levels as appearing in
Figure 7.19. A good agreement with the experimental results of Figure 7.18 is seen in
the 3-dimensional turbulene level, <Tu>
yz
. However, the anisotropy is smaller and
dierent with <Tu
v
>
yz
being the largest and <Tu
u
>
yz
the smallest.
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Figure 7.19: Mean turbulene levels vs inverse Froude modulus for LES results.
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7.4 Unit ell ow
(U
0
= 1:0 m/s, J
m
= 0:40 mA/m
2
, x 2 [650; 750℄ mm)
The results in this setion has appeared in Ullum & Larsen [53℄. It serves to investigate
how variations our through a unit ell for referene onditions of U
0
= 1:0 m/s and
J
m
= 0:40 mA/m
2
, as previous measurements were onned to planes mid between
two eletrodes. PIV was used to make a 3-dimensional ow mapping of the length
of one unit ell from x = 650 mm to x = 750 mm. The domain was mapped in
11 equidistantly spaed planes giving a spatial resolution of x = 10 mm in axial
diretion. The experimental settings appears in Table 3.2 page 20 as D) Unit ell ow,
and the experimental results are supplemented with LES results.
The veloity eld of Figure 7.1 page 57 is haraterized by large values of axial
vortiity, !
x
, of opposite sign for the two unit ells. The axial vortiity eld based
on the measured mean veloities, !
x
, at all axial planes is illustrated in Figure 7.20,
showing iso-surfaes for j!
x
j = 25 s
 1
. Asymmetry is lear for x< 690, where the
ontour surfae of the right roll (z positive) ontrats in spanwise diretion. Axial
variations in the left roll (z negative) are not as pronouned, but a tendeny towards
lower levels midway in the ell is notieable. This is an eet of the body fore being
three-dimensional, whih would be more pronouned if the bulk ow were dereased or
the eletrostati eld inreased.
Figure 7.20: Contours of PIV measured absolute axial vortiity at j!
x
j = 25 s
 1
based on
mean veloity eld. Eletrode with pins is shown.
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Studying the unsteadiness of the swirling motion it appears that the right roll has
two possible vertial positions for x < 690 mm between whih it alternates in time
making the mean value diÆult to interpret and dereasing the mean axial vortiity as
seen in Figure 7.20. This phenomenon may be explained by the left roll propagating
into the right unit ell around x = 650 mm hereby dereasing the width of the right
unit ell espeially near y = 50 mm (f. Figure 7.9 page 65). The largest roll allowed
in the right unit ell will then be loated either in the top or in the bottom of the unit
ell. This unsteadiness of the right roll is supported by Figure 7.21, where the standard
deviation, , of the measured swirl enter, P
C
, is shown. The general level is about
12 mm, though for the right roll  dereases from about 32 mm at x = 650 before it
reahes the 12 mm at x = 690 mm. No distint axial variation of  for the left roll is
notieable.
650 700 750
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Figure 7.21: Standard deviation for the measured mean swirl enter loations, P
C
, for both
rolls vs axial position, x, of yz-plane. J
m
= 0:40 mA/m
2
and U
0
= 1:0 m/s.
Figure 7.22 shows the turbulene intensity, Tu, at the 11 PIV planes of the unit ell.
Tu takes values between 0.08 and 0.33 with large spatial variations. The unsteadiness of
the right roll for 650 mm <x< 690 mm is seen as areas of large Tu. Most remarkable,
though, are the small areas just upstream the eletrode (x = 690-700 mm), where Tu
attains very high values lose to disharge pins (z = 50 mm and y!100 mm). The
spots of high turbulene were smoothed out with downstream distane by diusion and
seondary ow (primary reason).
Figure 7.7 page 62 showed the distribution of turbulent kineti energy prodution,
P, at x = 750 mm. The same algorithm has been applied to the 11 PIV planes of
the unit ell and the results appear in Figure 7.23. The area where the two rolls
meet at z  0 lose to the wall is haraterized by large P for all axial positions.
But just upstream the disharge pins P attains muh higher values. Apparently a
large prodution of turbulent kineti energy is found just upstream the disharge pins
and not downstream. The urrent ux is symmetri in x = 700, but the bulk ow
is antisymmetri. This leads to the explanation that the asymmetry in P must be
related to the diretion of the urrent relative to the bulk ow diretion. Downstream
of the eletrode the urrent is direted in the bulk ow diretion opposite upstream the
eletrode.
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Figure 7.22: Axial variation of PIV measured turbulene intensity, Tu, for x 2 [650; 750℄
mm.
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It was not possible to apply PIV lose to the disharge pins due to large depositions
of seeding material lose to the eletrode holders on the glass walls making optial aess
impossible. But the LES ow eld lose to a disharge pin is shown in Figure 7.24.
The gure shows both setional streamlines and ontours of P. It should be noted
that the eletrodes have not been resolved, thus the ow eld is inorret sine it is
only aeted by the applied body fore. However, it is lear that the urrent at the
upstream disharge pin is apable of generating a region of negative axial ow and very
high levels of Tu and P. This turbulene produing region explains the spots of high
Tu and P seen in the PIV images at x = 690 mm and 700 mm in Figure 7.22 and 7.23.
Also the maximum measured value of P of 10 m
2
/s
3
in Figure 7.23 is lose to values
read from Figure 7.24 10-15 mm from the eletrode.
Figure 7.24: Streamlines and estimated level of turbulent kineti energy prodution, P,
in [m
2
=s
3
℄ based on LES. Position of eletrode and pin are shown, but not resolved, and
oordinate system refers to experimental setup.
7.5 Summary
This hapter provided results in form of ow strutures obtained from PIV and LES and
to a lesser extent from LDV. Fous was on the two enter unit ells, z 2 [ 50; 50℄ mm,
ontaining two rolls superposed the axial bulk ow. Initially, the referene ow was
presented in detail with distributions of (v; w); (V;W ); u; U; !
x
;

x
; u
0
i
u
0
j
; P
C
;P; ; 
fv
and 
fw
. The spatial positions of the two rolls were very unstable, thus beneting from
dierent amounts of the body fore. As a result, the ow would be asymmetri due
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to even small eletrial imperfetions. The Kolmogorov length sale and the Taylor
miro sale were, for the referene ow, estimated to   0:5 mm and   10-15 mm,
respetively. Turbulene was anisotropi and inhomogeneous.
Seond, the axial ow development through the test setion was investigated. It
was shown that the body fore reahed upstream the rst eletrode, where seondary
veloities started to develop. The ow developed in axial diretion with inreasing
degree of symmetry, roll strength and turbulene level. The turbulene level and roll
strength, in form of swirl number, showed sign of levelling o at the downstream end,
x = 750 mm.
Third, the parametri eets of hanging either mean urrent density or bulk ow
veloity were treated. The two parameters were ombined in the Froude modulus, Fr.
It was found that degree of symmetry, roll strength and turbulene level inreased with
Fr
 1
similar to the axial development with x. Again, the roll strength levelled o, but
the turbulene level ontinued to inrease almost linearly with Fr
 1
with preservation
of anisotropy.
Finally, a detailed study of unit ell variations was presented. It showed that the
right roll was muh more unsteady than the left roll for the rst 40 mm, but the
degree of symmetry inreased with axial position. Apparently turbulene was mainly
generated in two ways. For all axial positions turbulene was reated where the two rolls
met at z  0, lose to the olletor plate. More loally, turbulene was also reated
upstream of the disharge pins due to orona indued axial reirulation. This was
probably the main soure of turbulene. The turbulene was distributed to the entire
domain by primarily seondary ow and, to a lesser extent, by turbulent diusion.
Chapter 8
Results: Analysis of time series
(U
0
= 1:0 m/s, J
m
2 [0; 0:40℄ mA/m
2
, (x; y; z) = (750; 50; 50) mm)
Time series of instantaneous veloity were measured by LDV and simulated by LES.
The following results all refer to measurements in (x; y; z) = (750; 50; 50) mm by LDV
and monitoring position of (x; y; z) = (100; 50; 50) mm by LES { i.e. the same spatial
loation relative to eletrodes and assuming fully developed ow at x = 750 mm.
Mean urrent densities of J
m
= 0; 0:05; 0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 0:4 mA/m
2
and a onstant bulk
ow veloity of U
0
= 1:0 m/s were used. The time series were analyzed for Power
Spetral Density (PSD), Auto Correlation Funtion (ACF) and turbulent time sales.
By LDV u and v were measured during 100 s with a mean sample rate in the range
of 700-1200 Hz yielding 70,000-120,000 samples. By LES u, v and w were monitored
for 10 s at 50 kHz. Trunating the rst 2 s of the LES series to assure fully developed
ow the series onsisted of 400,000 samples.
8.1 Spetral analysis
The LDV PSDs of u and v estimated from Eq. (6.40) are shown in Figure 8.1-8.2 for
six levels of mean urrent density, J
m
. The gures also show the ut-o frequenies
( _n=2) based on the mean sample rate, _n. However, the FIR lter should eliminate the
ltering eet from the sample-and-hold tehnique ompletely. Due to slow variations
in the time series,
b
S
xx
does not vanish as f ! 0. Also, it is diÆult to distinguish when
b
S
xx
falls o at the Kolmogorov sale as the
b
S
xx
starts to derease at a low frequeny,
1 Hz. An order of magnitude estimate of the Kolmogorov time sale, T

, based on
Eq. (6.47) and a dissipation rate of   0:07 m
2
/s
3
(see Figure 7.7) gives T

 15 ms
or a frequeny of 70 Hz.
However, it is lear that
b
S
xx
generally inreases with J
m
, i.e. higher levels of turbu-
lent kineti energy at all frequenies. Also, peaks seem to appear at 5-6 Hz and 10 Hz
orresponding to lengths of 15-20 m and 10 m based on a harateristi veloity of 1
m/s. These lengths are also the hannel height and the unit ell height, respetively.
Figure 8.3 shows the PSDs for v from the LES simulations estimated from Eq. (6.41).
PSDs for u and w have also been alulated, but are not shown, as they appear almost
similar to the one for v. Again
b
S
xx
inreases with J
m
, but the high sampling rate of 50
kHz makes it possible to apture higher frequenies than by the LDV. Hereby it is lear
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that the frequeny, at whih
b
S
xx
starts to drop o, inreases with J
m
, meaning that
turbulene appears at higher frequenies when J
m
is inreased. At J
m
= 0:40 mA=m
2
turbulent energy is present up to approximately 80 Hz, whih is in good agreement
with the Kolmogorov frequeny estimated to 70 Hz. The LDV peak frequeny of 10
Hz are also present at all levels of J
m
, but it beomes less pronouned with inreasing
J
m
.
8.2 Auto orrelation and time sales
The ACFs of the LDV data are estimated by Eq. (6.35) and the autoorrelation oef-
ients, 
xx
()  R
xx
()=R
xx
(0), are shown in Figure 8.4-8.5. The ACFs of the LES
data are also given by Eq. (6.35) and shown for v in Figure 8.6. ACFs from LES for
u and w look similar to v and are not shown. At J
m
= 0 the LES ACF indiates a
orrelation period of 0.2 s. This is aused by the imposed periodi boundary onditions
in the ow diretion foring strutures to reappear every 0.2 s as the domain length is
0.2 m and the bulk veloity is 1.0 m/s. When J
m
is inreased the periodiity vanishes
as the seondary veloities and high turbulene levels do not allow strutures to pass
through the domain without strong deformation. The imposed periodiity of the LES
makes the ACF diÆult to interpret. However, at J
m
= 0:30 and 0.40 this phenomenon
is weak and the ACFs indiate orrelation times like the ones found by LDV.
Integral time sales estimated by numerial integration of Eq. (6.42) by the
trapezian method are shown in Figure 8.7 (upper). The general trends are similar
for u and v based T
I
, but for J
m
= 0:05-0.30 mA/m
2
the u-based T
I
is onsiderably
higher than the v-based one. The inrease in T
I
from J
m
= 0 to J
m
= 0:05 mA/m
2
must be explained by some large strutures generated at the low urrent density. As
J
m
is inreased further these strutures beome smaller and at J
m
= 0:40 mA/m
2
the
integral time sale beomes T
I
= 0:05-0.06 s. With a harateristi veloity of 1.0 m/s
this orresponds to 50-60 mm, i.e. the width of a unit ell. This ould be interpreted
as the strutures being onned to the individual unit ells.
Inspetion of the LDV ACFs near  = 0 showed an approximately linear derease in

xx
indiating that the resolution is too oarse for Eq. (6.44) to be used for estimating
the Taylor miro sale. But in general the Taylor miro sale is also the average distane
between zero-rossings of a random variable in time, whih is approximately true for
turbulene as well [21℄. Thus T

for the LDV data is approximated by the zero-rossings
of u
0
and v
0
, whereas for the LES data Eq. (6.44) has been used. The results appear in
Figure 8.7 (lower). T

is, ontrary to T
I
, almost independent of J
m
and is about 0.015
s and 0.01 s for the LDV and LES data respetively. Further, no distint dierene
between the veloity omponents onsidered is visible, pointing to homogeneous sized
strutures. The deviation between the levels of the LDV and LES data might be aused
by the dierent methods used to evaluate T
I
. Using the same harateristi veloity as
for T
I
(1.0 m/s) the Taylor miro sale yields 10-15 mm, whih orresponds perfetly
to what was found by PIV (f. Figure 7.8, page 63).
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Figure 8.1: Power spetral density for u measured by LDV in (x; y; z) = (750; 50; 50) mm.
Cut-o frequeny is shown as dashed line.
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Figure 8.2: Power spetral density for v measured by LDV in (x; y; z) = (750; 50; 50) mm.
Cut-o frequeny is shown as dashed line.
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Figure 8.3: Power spetral density for v by LES in (x; y; z) = (100; 50; 50) mm.
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Figure 8.4: Autoorrelation oeÆient for u measured by LDV in (x; y; z) = (750; 50; 50)
mm.
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Figure 8.5: Auto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oeÆient for v measured by LDV in (x; y; z) = (750; 50; 50)
mm.
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Figure 8.6: Autoorrelation oeÆient for v by LES in (x; y; z) = (100; 50; 50) mm.
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8.3 Summary
This hapter provided results based on time resolved data from LDV and LES. Cal-
ulation of power spetral density (PSD) and auto orrelation funtion (ACF) formed
the basis of the data redution. Peaks of high energy ontent were found at frequenies
of 5-6 Hz and 10 Hz, whih agreed well the physial dimensions of the test setion and
the unit ell, respetively. LES results showed that turbulent energy was present at
higher frequenies when mean urrent density, J
m
, was inreased.
The LES auto orrelation funtions were non-physial in the sense that the imposed
periodi boundary onditions in axial diretion fored strutures to reappear. This
eet, however, beame less pronouned as J
m
was inreased.
Based on the auto orrelation funtions and zero-rossings of u
0
and v
0
, the integral
time sales, T
I
, and the temporal Taylor miro sales, T

, were estimated. From J
m
=
0:05 mA/m
2
, T
I
dereased with J
m
, indiating smaller strutures. The Taylor miro
sales, on the other hand, were almost unaeted by J
m
with values of T

 0:015 s
for LDV data and T

 0:01 s for LES data.
Chapter 9
Results: Preipitation eÆieny
Diret and indiret measurements of the loal onentration of Rolovit seeding partiles
were exeuted in order to estimate the preipitation eÆieny of the laboratory ESP.
Diret measurements were performed by a partile ounter giving also size estimation,
and indiretly estimated onentrations were obtained from the grey sale levels of the
PIV images.
9.1 Partile ounter
Loal values of the aerodynami partile diameter distribution was measured by a TSI-
3320 Aerodynami Partile Sizer in the size range of d
p
2 [0; 20℄ m [7℄. The instrument
gives estimates of partile sizes based on an assumption of spherial partiles inuened
only by Stokesian drag. The instrument suked in air with suspended partiles from a 3
mm diameter probe inserted in one of two holes plaed about 250 mm upstream of the
test setion or 250 mm downstream of the test setion. The two positions are referred
to as upstream and downstream, respetively. The probe was plaed approximately in
the enter of the hannel ross setion and a 90
Æ
bend on the probe allowed the intake
to fae the bulk-ow diretion. Sine the partile onentrations were to high for the
instrument a by-pass of atmospheri air was added. Consequently, it was not possible
to alulate absolute onentrations sine only the total ow rate was known. However,
the ow rates were onstant allowing relative onentration measurements. One sample
lasted 300 s giving between 600,000 to 2,000,000 ounts with size estimation. The
sampling time minimized the eet of temporal variations in seeding addition.
Figure 9.1 shows the relative distribution funtions of 1 upstream and 3 downstream
samples trunated for d
p
> 5 m. All measurements were performed with a bulk
ow veloity of U
0
= 1:0 m/s while mean urrent densities were varied with J
m
=
0; 0:20; 0:40 mA/m
2
. The downstream onentration with J
m
= 0 was measured to see
if any natural preipitation was present. 5 % of the partiles preipitated in this way,
whih was found to be of minor importane. The following onentrations measured
downstream of the test setion will then relate to the upstream onentration.
Generally, onentrations derease with inreasing J
m
and so does the mean di-
ameter. Table 9.1 shows the dierent values of mean diameter based on number, d
p
,
and mass, d
p;m
, assuming spherial partiles. It shows how preipitation mainly aets
larger partiles due to their larger drift veloities. The table also shows preipitation
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eÆienies based on both number, , and mass, 
m
, of partiles (f. Eq. (2.33), page
14). For reasons of omparison, the Deutsh eÆieny, 
D
, from Eq. (2.34) is also
shown in Table 9.1, based on x = 1:0 m, U
0
= 1:0 m/s, l
y
= 0:1 m and drift velo-
ity for a mean diameter partile, V
e
, from Figure 3.8 on page 27. The lter length of
x = 1:0 m has been used sine partiles preipitated over the entire length of the test
setion, even though only 0.8 m was overed with pin eletrodes. The experimentally
observed eÆienies are muh larger than 
D
, whih assumes innite diusion, i.e. uni-
form onentration in the ross setion. The deviation may be aused by the fat that
the onentration at the measuring probe position was not representative for the entire
ross setion. The probe was plaed approximately in the enter of the ross setion
of the hannel, y  100 mm, where the partile onentration might be relatively low,
despite the onsiderable degree of mixing due to seondary veloities and turbulene.
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Figure 9.1: Measured aerodynami diameter distribution funtion, f(d
p
), of Rolovit partiles
normalized by upstream funtion, f
0
(blak urve). Blak: upstream. Red: downstream,
J
m
= 0. Blue: downstream, J
m
= 0:20 mA/m
2
. Green: downstream, J
m
= 0:40 mA/m
2
.
9.2 Exposure of the PIV image
The relatively large preipitation of PIV seeding partiles aused areas of low partile
densities hereby impeding PIV measurements. Figure 9.2 shows two PIV images at
x = 750 mm taken with the left amera (f. Figure 3.2 on page 18). Reetions from
the aluminum bottom plate are seen as well as the eletrode with teon holder plaed
at x = 800 mm. No eletri eld is present at the left image giving an approximately
uniform seeding density. However, in the right image an eletri eld with J
m
= 0:40
mA/m
2
is applied, giving lower seeding density and less uniformity.
As the total light aptured by the PIV image depends on the number of sattering
partiles in the light sheet, one may argue that the grey sale levels of the PIV images
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upstream downstream
0.20 mA/m
2
0.40 mA/m
2
d
p
[m℄ 2.00 1.82 1.75
d
p;m
[m℄ 2.29 2.11 2.06
 [%℄ { 58 71

m
[%℄ { 67 78

D
[%℄ { 19 27
Table 9.1: Mean diameters, d
p
(based on diameter) and d
p;m
(based on mass), and eÆ-
ienies,  (based on number) and 
m
(based on mass), from distribution funtions f(d
p
) of
Figure 9.1. 
D
is the Deutsh eÆieny.
Figure 9.2: PIV images at x = 750 mm from left amera with ropped image between
horizontal white lines. Left: J
m
= 0. Right: J
m
= 0:40 mA/m
2
.
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ould give an estimate of the partile onentration in the imaged area. To ensure that
the aptured light originated from partile satter the images were ropped with 200 px
from the top and 150 px from the bottom as shown with white lines in Figure 9.2. The
analyzed area was then approximately y 2 [ 75; 75℄ mm and z 2 [15; 80℄ mm. However,
partiles deposited on the glass walls ould still be present in the preserved area, and
additionally, temporal variations in seeding addition and energy of light pulses forming
the laser sheet onstituted soures of error.
Assuming no imperfetions, the image mean onentration of partiles, < C >,
sales with the number of illuminated partiles, K, whereas the mass based onentra-
tion sales with K<d
3
p
>. As disussed in Setion 6.1.1 on page 45 the light sattering
of the Rolovit partiles would give an approximate K<d
2
p
> dependeny on the image
mean exposure, <>. The relative onentrations might then be estimated as
<C>
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where index m refers to mass and 0 to a referene level. Sine the partile size statistis
of the PIV images are unknown, it is not possible to diretly relate mean exposures to
partile onentrations. The bias error introdued by negleting the partile diameter
variations may be estimated from the point measurements from Figure 9.1 to be
1 <
<d
2
p
>
0
<d
2
p
>
< 1:27 ; 0:94 <
<d
3
p
><d
2
p
>
0
<d
3
p
>
0
<d
2
p
>
< 1 ;
where < > has been interpreted as ensemble average. The results show that the
relative onentrations by number will be underestimated by up to 27 %. The relative
onentrations by mass will be overestimated by up to 6 %.
The PIV images were stored with an 8 bit resolution giving pixel grey levels from
0 to 255, whih may be interpreted as a measure of the exposure, , of eah pixel. A
grey level of 0 orresponds to no CCD harge giving the olor blak, whereas a grey
level of 255 orresponds to CCD saturation giving the olor white.
Figure 9.3 shows the axial evolution in spatially averaged mean grey levels, <>,
in the ropped PIV image. Mean grey levels are based on 650,000 image pixels in 10
snapshots, with generally higher levels in the right amera due to dierent sensitivity.
Sine the two urves follow the same trend one may onlude that depositions on
windows and other disturbanes are either idential for the two ameras or negligible.
Biasing due to temporal variations in seeding addition and laser power are assumed
overome with by using several snapshots. The preipitation eÆienies from x = 150
mm to x = 750 mm are estimated to   31 % and   35 % for the right and
left amera, respetively. For a x of 600 mm the orresponding Deutsh eÆieny is

D
= 17 %. Again, the experimentally determined eÆieny is higher than the Deutsh
eÆieny.
The same proedure as used to generate the results of Figure 9.3 is used for
Figure 9.4, but this time for studying the eet of dierent eletri eld levels.
Also, the mean pixel grey levels are now onverted into eÆieny by assuming
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Figure 9.3: Axial development of mean pixel grey levels of PIV images, based on the test
series B) Flow development of Table 3.2.
<>=<>
0
<C>=<C>
0
. The value at J
m
= 0 is used as referene level, whih
is the reason why eÆienies obtained from Figure 9.3 are not idential to the level at
J
m
= 0:40 mA/m
2
of Figure 9.4. The Deutsh eÆieny is also shown based on drift
veloities from Figure 3.8 on page 27 and a preipitation length of x = 0:75 m. As one
would expet, the eÆieny inreases with inreasing eld levels exept from J
m
= 0:05
mA/m
2
to J
m
= 0:10 mA/m
2
. In general the measured eÆieny is higher than the
Deutsh eÆieny, whih was also expeted, but the results seems more realisti than
the results presented in Table 9.1 measured in one point of the ross setion. One may
onlude that onentrations were inhomogeneous and the one point measurement was
insuÆient to get a good estimate of the mean onentration over a ross setion.
9.3 Summary
Diret and indiret measurements of the partile onentrations were performed. Diret
measurements were made with a partile sizer giving size distributions upstream and
downstream of the test setion. EÆienies were as high as 71 % based on ounts or
78 % based on mass for the 1.0 m test setion. EÆienies were highest for the largest
partiles. The unrealisti high eÆienies were likely to be aused by the measurement
probe being plaed in a downstream position of low onentration.
Indiret estimations of eÆienies were made by relating the mean exposure of the
PIV images to partile onentrations. EÆienies found by this approah were about
35 % for 0.6 m of the test setion (x 2 [150; 750℄ mm). Seond, the mean urrent density
was varied and onentrations were related to partile onentration at x = 750 mm
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Figure 9.4: EÆienies based on PIV images from left (PIV (left)) and right (PIV (right))
amera ompared to the Deutsh (Deutsh) eÆieny as funtion of the mean urrent density.
Results are based on the test series C) Parametri eets of Table 3.2 with U
0
= 1:0 m/s.
with no eld. EÆieny inreased with eletri eld level and was in the range of 15-25
%.
Chapter 10
Conlusions
The eletrohydrodynami ow in a laboratory sale eletrostati preipitator has been
investigated experimentally and numerially. The non-intrusive optial measurement
tehnique, Partile Image Veloimetry (PIV), has been employed to apture spatial ow
strutures in a measurement plane perpendiular to the bulk ow diretion. These mea-
surements have been supplemented by results from Laser Doppler Veloimetry (LDV)
to ompare statistis and get time resolved data. Also, numerial results obtained
by Large Eddy Simulation (LES), were used to supplement and ompare to the PIV
results.
Optial measurement tehniques, suh as PIV and LDV, measure veloities of seed-
ing partiles. Usually this veloity will also represent the gas veloity, sine partiles
are assumed to follow the gas motion. However, in the present study partiles moved
relative to the gas with an eletrially indued drift veloity. Treating the drift velo-
ity as steady, it was shown how to orret the measured partile veloities for drift,
even when poly-disperse seeding partiles were used. The drift veloity orretion was
obtained by solving the eletrostati Maxwell equations.
The numerial eletrostati results were also used to alulate the Coulomb body
fore needed for the LES. This was needed as the ionized gas also was inuened by
the applied eletrostati eld. The simulations were arried out with the PEGASE
ode invoking the Mixed Sale subgrid sale model with an seletion funtion. The
omputational domain orresponded to two unit ell lengths of the full ross setion of
the experimental test setion.
The eletrostati eld generated seondary ow onsisting of axial rolls superposed
the axial bulk ow. The rolls were very unsteady, whih made them vary in both
position and strength. The tehniques involved provided an enormous amount of data,
whih have been analyzed for dierent phenomena, suh as seondary swirling motion
and the generated sales and levels of turbulene. It turned out that the side-walls did
not only aet the rolls at the walls but also the enter rolls were inuened. As the
rolls at the walls dereased in strength, they allowed the enter rolls to enlarge and their
strength to inrease (f. Figure 7.4 on page 59). A lak of symmetry appeared in some
ases probably due to eletrial imperfetions upstream of the measuring position.
The strength of the swirling motion was haraterized by a swirl number. The swirl
number inreased with axial position and level of mean urrent density and dereased
with bulk ow veloity. Asymmetries were present in many ases, but symmetry was
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established when the swirl number values leveled o at about 0.3.
The turbulene was both anisotropi and inhomogeneous. The level for a onstant
mean urrent density of J
m
= 0:40 mA/m
2
inreased from about 8 % at the inlet and
leveled o at about 18 % at the outlet. The turbulene level inreased almost linearly
with mean urrent density with no sign of leveling o. Similarly, the turbulene level
dereased with inreasing bulk veloity.
It was argued that the turbulene prodution would only be aused by shear stresses
of the ow, thus not aeted by eletrial utuations. Detailed analysis of the ow in
a unit ell showed that for all axial positions turbulene was reated where the two rolls
met lose to the olletor plate. More loally, and to a higher extent, turbulene was
also reated 10-15 mm upstream of the disharge pins. The turbulene was distributed
to the entire domain by seondary ow and, to a lesser extent, by turbulent diusion.
Time resolved data from LDV and LES were used to alulate power spetral den-
sities, auto orrelation funtions and time sales. Typially, peaks of high energy were
found at 5-6 Hz and 10 Hz and very little energy was present at frequenies higher than
80 Hz. Temporal Taylor miro sales were pratially onstant of about 0.01-0.015 s
and the integral time sale dereased with inreasing urrent density to about 0.05 s
at J
m
= 0:40 mA/m
2
.
Finally, estimations of preipitation eÆienies were obtained in two ways. One,
by point measurements with a partile sizer and seond, by the exposure of the PIV
images. The point measurements gave eÆienies that in some ases exeeded 70 %.
This was unrealisti high and probably due to the position of the measuring probe in
a non-uniform onentration. Mean exposures of the PIV images, on the other hand,
gave eÆienies that were less than 30 % and more realisti. In both ases eÆienies
inreased with the applied eletrostati eld.
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